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SUMMARY

The 557 square miles of the lower Housatonlc
River basin In western Connecticut Include the baslns
of two major tributarles~ the Pomperaug and Nau9a-
tuck Rivers. Nearly all water ls derived from pre-
clpltatlon3 which averaged 47 inches per year during
193]-60, In this perlod an additional 570 billion
gallons of water per year entered the basin In the
main stem of the Housatonlc River at Lake Li]llnonah~
and some water was imported by water-supply systems
frcm outside the basln. Almost half the precipitation--
21.6 inches--was lost from the basin by evapotransplra-
tIon, Except for small amounts exported~ the remainder
discharged as runoff and underflow Into Long Island
Sound,

Variations in streamflow at 6 ]ong-term contln-
uous-record gaging statlons are sun~arlzed In stan-
dardized graphs and tables that can be used to estl-
ma~e streamflow characteristics at other sites. For
example~ mean flom and ~VO tow-flow characteristics~
the 7-day annual minimum flow for 2-year and lO-year
recurrence lntervals~ have been determined for many
partia]-record stations throughout the basin.

Of the 37 prlnclpa] lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs
in the basln~ 6 have usable storage of more than l
billion gallons, The "maximum safe draft rate" (des-
cribed in: "Storage of Water in Lakes and Reservoirs")
of the largest of these3 Thomaston Reservoir near
Thomaston~ is 75.6 million gallons per day for the
lO-year and 20-year recurrence intervals of annual
lowest mean flow,

Floods have occurred during every month~ at one
time or another. The two greatest floods on the
Naugatuck River In historical time occurred 2 months
apart in 1955. The ]argert In August~ had a peak of
106~000 cfs (cubic feet per second) at Beacon Fails,
Since then; the likelihood of major floods has been
considerably reduced by a program of flood control
In the basin.

Water can be obtained from three aquifers under-
lying the basin--stratified drift~ till~ and bedrock.
Stratified drift covers about 16 percent of the basln~
mostly in valleys and lowlands~ and its saturated part
generally ranges in thickness from ]0 feet In smell
valleys to 200 feet in the Housatonlc River v~lIey.
Its transmlsslvlty ranges from 0 to h7~O00 ftZ/day
(feet squared per day), TI|]~ deposlted directly by
glacla] ice~ forms a wldespread but dlscontlnuous
mantle over bedrock In most upland areas and extends
beneath stratified drift In l~vlands; it ranges in
thickness from 0 to 200 feet, The median value of
31 published determinations of hydraulic conductivity
of till in southern New England is 0,67 ft/day and
ranges from 0,013 to 29 ft/day, Crystalline bedrock
underlles most of the basin and is composed pr~nci-
pally of granite3 9neiss~ and schist. Sedimentary-
volcanic bedrock underlles on|y the Pomperaug Rlver
basin. Regardless of rock type~ water is obtained
mostly from fractures,

Streambed deposits are significant features of
the hydrogeologlc system because they affect the

amount of water from streams and lakes that can be
Induced to infiltrate aquifers. Cased on field
tests~ characteristic values of vertlcal hydraulic
conductivity of streambed deposits are 0.40 ft/day
for fine-gralned deposits and 14 ft/day for gravel-
ly deposits.

Ground-water supplles generally range in yield
From several m1111ons of gallons per day from large
well fields to 1 gpm (gallon per minute) from single
wells. Large suppIIes~ wlth ylelds of IOO gpm or
more from individual wells~ are most commonly obtain-
ed from stratified drift. Yields to be expected
from screened wells tapping this aquifer can be cal-
culated by use of a series of graphs in conjunction
wlth estimates of transmlsslvlty and aqulfer thick-
heSS.

The yields of I~ prlnclpal ground-water reser-
voirs are estimated from aquifer characteristics
and also from the amount of water that can be
obtained from aquifer storage~ from interceptlon
of runoff~ and from Infiltratlon of streamflow at
low-flom condltlons~ using a hypothetical well-
fie|d arrangement for each reservoir. It Is
assumed that Induced Infiltration is restricted to
an amount equal to the 7-day annual minimum stream-
flow for a 2-year recurrence interval. Yields
range from l.~ to 15 mgd (million gallons per day)
during periods of no recharge~ and from 2.0 to 17
mgd during recharge periods.

Small to moderate water supplles can be obtain-
ed from any of the aquifers under sultable condi-
tions, For example~ data from 29~ wells in the basin
indicate that ylelds of a few gallons per minute
can be obtained from bedrock at most sites. The
11keIIhood of obtaining an adequate domestic supply
Is slightly greater in granite than In schist and
also is 9rearer where the overburden Is stratified
drift rather than till.

Chemical analyses of precipitation samples
collected monthly from five stations In the basin
during a 9-month period In 1966 show that rainfall
is acidic and that sulfate Is the dominant anlon~
probably because of Industrla| fumes and smoke
within and near the basin.

Where unaffected by man~s actlvltles~ water
in the basin is generally low in dlssolved-sollds
concentration~ Is of the calclum magnesium bicar-
bonate type~ and is soft to moderately hard. In
genera1~ streamflow is less minerailzed than ground
water~ particularly when it consists largely of
direct runoff, However~ streamflow becomes more
hlghly mineralized during low-flow condltlons~ when
most of It consists of more hlghly mlnera1{zed
water discharged from aquifers. The median value
of dlssolved-soIIds concentration of water at 22
stream sites was 51 mg/] (milligrams per liter)
during hlgh fIow~ and 68 mg/l during low flow wlth-
in the study period. Iron and manganese occur
naturally In objectionable concentrations In parts
of the basln~ particularly in streams draining
swamps and in water from bedrock containing Iron-
and manganese-bearlng mlnerals.
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Man=s activities have degraded the quality of
water In streams in much of the basln~ except in
the Pomperaug subbasin. In the Naugatuck River basln~
the degradation In quality is shown by wide and
erratic changes In dissolved-solids concentratlon~
excessive amounts of certain trace ele~ntse a
dissolved oxygen content~ and abnormally high tem-
peratures. Ground water ts degraded princlpa]ly
by induced infiltration of stream water containing
chemical wastes~ by wastes stored on the ground and
by effluents from septic tanks.

Below Its confluence with the Naugatuck River~
much of the Housatonlc Rlver and adjoining marshes~
wetlands~ and aquifers contain salt water. Heasure-
ments of specific conductance during low-flow

tlons in 1969 indicate that the dlssoIved-so1~ds
concentration of water in the estuary ranged from
210 mg/l near Twomlle Island to 20~000 mg/i near
Long Island Sound.

The quantity and quality of water In the basin
are satisfactory for a wlde variety of uses~ and~
wlth suitable treatment~ the water may be used for
n~)st purposes, In 1967~ the total amount of water
used in the basin was about 194 billlon gallons.
About 90 percent of thls was used for industrial
purposes~ and 95 percent of the Industrial water
was obtained from surface-water sources. In the
same year~ 17 municipal and private water-supply
systems supplied water of satisfactory quality to
about three-fourths of the population,
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INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND SCOPE
Connecticuts In common with many other Statesj

has experienced a rap]d increasQ in population In
the past few decades~ accompanied by industrial
expansions changes in agricuItural technology, and
a rising standard of llving. These changes have
contributed to a steadily rising demand for water
that Is expected to continue in the foreseeable
future. Although the water that supplles thls de-
mand is ample, It varies in amount and in quality
from place to places from season to season~ and
from year to year. Thereforej as the need for
water lncreases~ so does the need for accurate
information and careful planning to obtain optimum
use of known water supplies and to locate new areas
for development.

Accordlngly~ in 1959 the General Assemblys on
recon~nendatlon of the State Water Resources Commls-
slon~ authorized a water-resources Inventory of
Connecticut. Under this authorizatlon~ and under
supplemental authorizations of the General Assembly~
the U.S. Geological Survey~ In cooperation wlth the
Water Resources Commission and subsequently wlth the
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protections
has undertaken a series of studies to determine the
quantity and quality of water available In the State.
To facilitate these investlgatlons~ the State has
been subdivided Into lO study areas~ each bounded by
natural drainage divides. (See map Inside front
cover.) The resulting reports will be useful to
State~ reglonal~ and town pIanners~ town officlalss
water-utility personnels consulting hydrologists,
well drillers~ and others concerned with the devel-
opment and management of the water resources. This
report covers the fifth of the 10 study areas. It
is a companion report to a published baslc-data
report for the same area~ Connecticut Water Resources
Bu]letln 20 (Grossman and WI]son~ t970). A list of
cooperative reports dealing with water resources in
Connecticut is given on the back cover.

THE LOWER HOUSATONIC RIVER BASIN
The lower Housatonlc River basin Is In western

Connectlcut~ as shown on the index map Inside the
front cover. The area~ as defined for this report~
Is the drainage basin of the Housatonlc River down-
stream from Shapaug Dam at Lake Ll|IInonah; It in-
cludes the basins of two major tributaries, the
Pomperaug River and the Naugatuck River~ that flow
into the Housatonlc River from the north. The lower
Housatonlc River basin Includes 557 square miles.

The basin ls characterized by rugged topography;
elevations range from sea level along the Housatonlc
River between Its mouth and Derby to n~re than I~600
feet in the headwaters of the Naugatuck River in Nor-
folk. Steep slopes and ro111ng uplands rlse from the
flatlands at the mouth of the Housaton{c River estuary
and the bottomlands of the Housatonlc, Naugatuck~ and
Pomperaug Rivers. The Housatonlc River is affected
by ocean tides as far north as Derby~ and salty water
In the estuary reaches Inland about lO miles to Two-
mile Island.

In a land-use classlflcationj mere than 75
percent of the basin Is "vacant"; another 15 per-
cent Includes water-supply lands~ recreation~ State
forest, or water bodies; most of the remaining land
Is residentlal. Urban and industrial development
is concentrated prlncipally In the major valleys.
The ro111ng uplands are largely farmed or are un-
developed. Extensive areas of steep slopes and
rocky upland Interspersed wlth streams and many
lakes, ponds~ and reservoirs give the basin much
natural beauty.

Industrial development of the bottomlands and
resldentla] development of adjacent hillsides form
the pattern of land use along much of the Nauga-
tuck River val|ey south of Watertown and along the
Housatonlc River valley south of Monroe and Oxford.
Waterbury~ centrally located In the Naugatuck River
valley, has earned the name "Brass City" as the
leading center of brass manufacture In the United
States. A variety of other goods, Including timing
and electronic devlaes~ recording Instruments~ tools~
aircraft, clothln~ and products made of copper,
plastic, leather, and rubber are also manufactured.

Two major highways, north-south Connecticut
Route 8 and east-west Interstate Route 8~, joln in
Waterbury; two other major highways~ Connecticut
Route 15 and Interstate Route 95, cross the southern
part of the basin.

GUIDE FOR USE OF THIS REPORT
Water supplies may be obtained from streams,

lakess and aquifers. Although the sources are
closely reiated~ the methods used for estimating
the amount potentially available from each, and
the techniques of development of each~ are suffl-
clently different to merit discussion In separate
sections of this report. The succeeding sections
discuss the quality and use of water.

The availability of surface water In the basin
Is summarized on plate B, which locates lakes, ponds,
and reservoirs wlth usable storage and Indicates
the amount In storage. The map also shows~ for all
but very small streams~ mean flow and low-flow
parameters. These values exclude estimated amounts
of artificla] augmentation of streamf]ow. Estimated
amounts of augmentation for ]93]-60 are sh~qn along
the streams. The text contains more detal]ed Infor-
mation ~n the section tlt]ed "Surface Water," Includ-
Ing tables and graphs showing fl~v duration, low
flow and hlgh flow frequency~ and draft storage
re]atlons,

The availability of ground water Is summarized
on plate C, whloh Is presented In three sectlons
corresponding to the basins of the Housatonlc,
Naugatuck~ and pomperaug Rlvers~ and whlch shows
the areal distribution of the principal aquifers.
Thls plate also shows the thickness and transmls-
slvlty of the stratlfled-drlft aquifer; these para-
meters can be used wlth the graphs in the section
titled "Ground Water" to estimate the potential
yields of screened wells and the distribution of
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drawdowns around a well pumping at a constant rate.
Areas favorable for the development of large ground-
water supplles are also Indicated on plate C. The
hydrologlc models used to evaluate these areas are
Illustrated on figure 33s and the quantities of
water potentially available are given in table 19.

The natural quallty of water In streams and
aquifers Is summarized in table 21 and Is dls-
cussed In the section tltled "Quality of Water,"
The dlscussion Includes the natural and manmade
aspects of water quality that may restrlct the
use of water for some purposes. Areas where
these restrictive conditions are known to exist
are delineated on maps (figs. 42~ 43s and 49).

A discussion of man’s use of water In t967
Includes a table giving the suitability of water
In the basin for various Industrial uses (table
27)~ and an illustratlon of the sourc% use~ and
disposal of water (fig. 60). The principal public
water-supply systems and the quality of water they
dlstrlbute are described In tables 28 and 29.

All data-collection polnts speclflcally re-
farted to in this report are sho~n on plates A or
B. Locations of these and a11 other sites for
which data were collected for thls study are shown
on maps in the companlon report (Grossman and
Wilson; t970). That report contains well records;
logs of we|]s and test holes~ laboratory analyses
of sedlment samples~ and records of pumping tests.

In additlons it lists sources of other published
hydrologlc data for the basln3 including those
wlth records of surface water and water quality.
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THE WATER BUDGET
The hydrologic operation of the lower Housa-

tonic River basln can be expressed by a water bud-
gets which; llke a flscal budget~ lists recelpts;
disbursements~ and water on hand. The water budget
ls the quantitative expression of the hydro]oglc
cycle--the continual movement of water between the
oceans~ the atmospheres and the land masses of the
earth. The cycle can be considered to begin with
water vapor in the atmospher% which condenses to
form clouds from which rain or snow falls onto the
land surface. Part of this water is dispersed
across the land surface Into streams and lakes~
and part seeps Into the ground. Huch that collects
on the land surface or seeps Into the ground soon
evaporates or Is taken up by plants and transpired
to the atmosphere. Some; however~ moves s]
underground toward nearby streams or the ocean;
into which it eventually discharges. Part of the
water that reaches the streams~ lakes~ and the
ocean also evaporates to complete the cycle.

The amounts of water stored within the basin
change contlnuous]y in response to the changln9
rates at which they enter and leave the basin.
Large amounts are stored temporarily in the at-
mosphere as water vapor~ on the land surface In
streams and other bodies of water~ and beneath
the land surface as ground watep. None of these
amounts Is constant in a given locallty~ as the
water Is continually moving from place to place,
Although the quantities vary from year to year3
the water budget always balances--the disburse-
ments equal the recelpts~ plus or minus changes
in storage.

WATER SOURCES
Precipitation is the source of water for all

streams In the basin. During 1931-60, annual pre-
cipitation on the lower Nousatonlc River basin
ranged from 33 inches to 64 inches and averaged
47 inches. During the same period; mean monthly
preclpitatlon--based on records from three weather
bureau stations (U.S. Weather Bureau~ 1958~ 1964)
weighted In proportion to the area represented by
each statlon--ranged from 3.0 to 4.6 Inches. Mean
monthly and mlnimum monthly precipitation are even-
ly distributed throughout the year (flg. I). On
the other hand~ maxlmum monthly precipltatlon
varles wldely; and floods that vary widely In mag-
nitude have occurred In nearly every month of the
year.

In addition to precipitation on the area~ dur-
Ing 1931-60 about 570 billion gallons of water per
year from the upper Housatonlc giver basln entered
the study area via the Housatonlc River at Lake
Lillinonah (Shepaug Dam). In comparison with aver-
age streamflow at this slte~ underflow was negl~-
9ible. The Waterbury municipal system diverted
about a bi111on gallons per year Into the basin
via the Naugatuck River; and the New Haven Water
Company diverted a like amount annually ;nto the
basin In the Hilford area,
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Figure 1.--Monthly preclpitatlont water years 1931-60.

of the 1~949 square miles comprising the entire
Housatonic River basin. The reported streamfio~
past each gaging station in the reference perlod~
1931-60, is adjusted in proportion to runoff con-
tribution to represent mean monthly and mean
annual runoff for the lower Housatonlc River basin.
The mean monthly runoff and minimum monthly run-
off (fi9. 2) are greater in early sprln9 than in
late summer~ reflecting melting of ice and snow in
March and April and greater ground-water discharge
In the spring. During the summer3 losses from
evaporation and transpiratlon increase. Maximum
runoff~ like maximum precipitation~ varies widely
from month to month and has less wel]-defined sea-
sona] variation; floods have occurred in nearly
every month of the year. The floods of March 1936
and January 1949 resulted from a combination of
heavy rains and rapid sno~meit3 whereas the maximum
runoffs from July to October resulted from hurricanes
and other severe storms.

A part of all streamflo~ in the Io~er Housa-
tonic River basin is derived from ground-water run-
off from contiguous aquifers. During winter3 when
temperatures are below freezlng~ and during rain-
less periods in surmner and fall, the flo~ of streams
consists almost entirely of ground-water runoff.
Swamp storage was probably minimal during the
drought conditions prevailing during this study3
and swamp storage is not considered separately ~n
this report, Separation of hydrographs into prin-
cipal components indicates that approximately 40
percent of total runoff or the equivalent of 10
inches or 97 billion gallons of water per year is
9round-water runoff.

Fiqure 2.--Monthly runoff from basin~ water years
|_~_31-6o.

WATER LOSSES
Discharge from the study area is about evenly

divided between evapotransplration and runoff. ~an
annual runoff is equivalent to about 25 inches of
water spread over the drainage area. Runoff has been
measured since 1928 on the Housatonic River at Steven-
son and since 1918 on the Naugatuck River at Beacon
Fal|s. These stations include the runoff from 1~806

Nearly half or about 22 inches of the water
that falls on the lower Housatonic River basin is
returned to the atmosphere by evapotranspiration.
This figure was computed from the d~fference be-
tween the mean annual precipitation (about 47
inches) and the mean annual runoff (about 25 inches).

Figure 3.--Monthly potentlal evapotranspiration~
water years l~}l-60.



The rate of evapotransplratlon differs from
month to month largely in response to changes in
air temperature and duration of dayllght (Thorn-
thwalt% 1952~ p. 382). Thus~ evapotransplra-
tion is greatest during the growing season~ Aprl]
to October3 when the temperature is above freez-
Ing and the days are longest. These major fac-
tors repeat themselves wlth lltt]e change year
after year~ and the annual evapotransplrat~on and
its distribution are relatively constant for a
given locality. The annual evapotranspiration
for the report area is known from the long-term
relationship of precipitation and runoffm as dis-
cussed in the preceding paragraph; accordingly~
its potential mean monthly distribution in the
study area for water years 1931-60 may be esti-
mated by a method similar to that of Thornth~alte
and Hather (1957), (See fig. 3.)

An average water budget for the Icier Housa-
tonic River basin~ based on the factors of the
budget as derived by the methods described abovej
is shown on figure ~, Precipitation during tare
autumn and winter is sufficient to cause abundant
runoff and an increase in storage, Precipitation
in the late spring and summer is similar in quan-
tlty~ but it Is inadequate to satisfy the large
evapotransplratlon losses, As a result~ runoff
Is reduced and storage is decreased in lakes~
swampst streamst solls~ and aquifers,

Fl,qure L~o--Honthly water bud~let for the basin,
water years

U.S. GEOLOGICAL STREAM AND LOCATION DRAINAGE
REASURVEY STATIONNUMBER

~sq.mi)

STREAM-GAGING STATIONS IN BASIN

ISSO

STREAM-GAGING STATION IN VICINITY
OF BASIN

4.12

PERIOD OF OPERATION
(calendar years)

Figure 5.--Length of continuous streamflow records at flaginq stations in the basin and vicinity7 Connecticut.
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SURFACE WATER

STREAMFLOWDATA
Runoff is carried by many streams draining all

parts of the lower Housatonlc River basin. Fifteen
stream-gaging stations are or have been operated in
the study area. The periods of operation of these
are Indicated on figure 5. In addltlon~ partial
records and single measurements of streamflow were
obtained at many other sites from May 1965 to Septem-
ber 1966. The compIete drainage system and the loca-
tions of all stream-gaging stations are shown on
plate B. The availability of all published records
through water year 1968 for streamflow in the basin
collected by the U.S. Geological Survey is shown in
the c~panion baslc-data report (Grossman and Wilsonj
1970). That report also lists pubIicatlons on stream-
flo~v covering the reference period~ 1931-60~ and the
measurement period~ 1965-66, in the section headed
"Selected References" under U.S. Geological Survey.

Variations in streamflow at the continuous-
record gaging stations are summarized in this re-
port by means of standardized graphs and tables.
To facilitate comparison between data for different
streams~ the records have been adjusted to a 30-
year reference period beginning October 1930. Thls
conforms wlth the practice of the World Meteorolo-
gical Organization (Searcy~ 1959). Accordingly~
the analyses~ interpretations~ and reglonallzatlons
of streamflow are based on this 30-year reference
period. The flow during this period represents
the long-term flow of a stream as long as the
pattern of regulation of storage or diversion of
water into or out of the basin remains unchanged.
The graphs or tables may then be used to estimate
the amount and distribution of streamf]ov~ at the
measured sites in the future. Thomas (1972) re-
vised many of the drainage areas s11ghtly because
of the greater accuracy made possible by large-
scale topographic maps (scale 1:24~000).

Figure 12.--Range in duration of streamfl~..

Ranges are based on long-term (1931-60) stream-
flow records for the Pomperaug River at South-
bury~ Housatonlc River at Stevenson~ Naugatuck
River near Thomaston3 Leadmlne Brook near
Thomaston~ and Naugatuck River at Beacon Falls.

Table 2.--Lowest mean flows for periods of 12 to 60 months at long-term stream-gaging stations
(Flows are adjusted to the reference period April 1930 to March 19G0,}

Index
no. Period of consecutive months

(pl. B) Stream-gaglng station 12 18 24 36 60

Lowest mean flow (cfs)1880 Burlington Brook near
Burlington 3.0 4.6 5,2 6.0 6,6

2040 Pomperaug River at
Southbury 60 78 85 95 105

2055 Housatonic River at
Stevenson I~340 1~580 I~740 2~000 2~220

2060 Naugatuck River near
Thomaston 70 84 94 107 116

2065 Leadmlne Brook near
Thomaston 22 27 30 34 39

2085 Naugatuck River at
Beacon Falls 200 255 290 350 400

9



The water-supply potential of streams is deter-
mined not only by the total amount of streamflc~,~ but
also by the length of time the various flows are
available (duration of daily flows) and by the fre-
quency wlth which annual low flows recur (frequency
distribution of annual lovl flows), Duration of
dally flows at long-term stream-gaging stations in
or adjacent to the lower Housatonic River basin is
given on figures 6-12; magnitude and frequency of
annual l o~ flows are summarized in tables I and 2
and on figure 13. Burlington Brook is barely
across the divide between l o~/er Housatonic and
Farmington River basins.

Figure 13.--Recurrence Intervals of low flows of
Pomperauq River at Southbury.

AREAL DIFFERENCES IN STREAMFLOW
Areal differences in annual precipitation cause

large differences in amounts of annual streamflow
from place to place within the basin. Average
streamflo~ in the central and extreme northern and
southern parts of the basin is 1.16 mgd per sq
the same as the statewide average. Streamflow is
above average in the area north of Thomastonj as
sho~n by the lines of equal runoff ratio on figure
]4. The l~nes are based on the average streamflow
at each gaging station in or near the basin; the
ratios of these average streamflows to 1.16 mgd per
sq mi (1.80 cfs per sq mi) were plotted near the
center of the drainage basins to guide the location
of the lines. Average streamflow for sites in the
basin between the long-term continuous-record gag-
ing stations may be interpolated on the figure.

DURATION OF STREAMFLOW
Whereas the amount of unregulated streamflow

differs with the amount of precipitation~ the timing
of streamflow~ except short term flow reflecting
the effects of precipitation intens~ty~ depends on
the surficial geology. This relationship was shown
by M, P. Thomas (1966)~ who presented a family of
duration curves showln9 that runoff from areas in
the State underlain by stratlfled drift is more

evenly distributed through time than runoff frcm
areas underlain large]y by till. The relation-
ship illustrated by the curves reflects the
greater infiltration capacity and resultant high
proportion of ground-water runoff from stratified
drift and the poor infiltration capacity and
resultant high proportion of overland runoff from
till. Stratified drift absorbs a relatively
large proportion of precipitation and stores it for
sustained release during dry weather. The curves
are based on conditions where most of the strati-
fied drift is in the central and d~vnstream part
of a basin.

Probably because of the rugged terrain and
nonuniformity of glacial till and stratified-
drift deposits~ the streamflow data for gaging
stations {n the northwestern part of the Statej
including part of the lower Housatonic River bas{n~
do not fit a family of duration curves. Therefore~
only duration data for the long-term gaging sta-
tions are presented in this report. The series
of duration curves~ figures 6-12~ may be used to
estimate duration curves for sites along the
stream for which data are shown~ allowance beln9
made for inflow between subbasins and also for
possible low-flow augmentation.

From May 1965 to September 1966, streamflow
was measured at many partial-record sites in the
basin during periods of base flow~ when the flo~
was primarily from ground-water storage. These
measurements were correlated with the simultaneous
discharge of nearby streams~ where long-term re-
cords were available~ to estimate two low-flow
characteristics for each partlal-record site and
to do the same for selected areas favorable for
9round-water development. The characteristics
estimated are the 7-day annual minimum flow for
a 2-year recurrence interval (the median 7-day
annual minimum flow) and the 7-day annual mini-
mum flow for a lO-year recurrence interval, These
characteristics, together with the mean flow for
each site as interpolated from figure 14~ are
plotted on plate B.

To obtain the data plotted on plate Bm
estimated amounts of industrial releases and
sewage effluent in the reference period~ 1931-60~
were deducted from the total low flows. Thereforex
the figures shown at the sites are estimated
values of natural runoff~ which may be used to
interpolate figures between sites shown on the
plate, Expected amounts of future low-flow aug-
mentation should be estimated for each site and
added to the values interpolated from the map tg
obtain total flo~s~ especially in the malnstem
Naugatuck and Housatonic Rivers.

FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF LOW FLOWS
Although flo~-duratlon curves indicate the

minimum rates of streamflow for certain percentages
of time~ the knowledge of how often specified
streamflows may be expected to recur and how long
they may be expected to last is also useful.
Annual lowest mean flows for periods as long as
274 consecutive days at various recurrence inter-
vals for long-term gaging stations are given in
table I. The lowest mean flows for periods of
up to 60 consecutive months during the reference

i0



EXPLANATION

Flqure 14.--Areal distribution of mean annual streamflow, water years 193|-60,
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period are given in table 2. The data in table 1
can be used to construct low-flow frequency curves~
such as that for Pomperaug River at Southbury~
shown on figure 13, The duration curve and th6
low-flow frequency curve are re~ated~ and the aver-
age duration at indicated flow frequencies for
long-term gaging stations in the lower Housatonic
River basin is given in table 3, For example~ the
average duration of the 7-day annual minimum flow
for the 10-year recurrence interval (plotted on
plate B) is 99 percent, That is~ the lO-year
recurrence interval flow may be expected to be
equalled or exceeded 99 percent of the time. The
lowest dally discharge at 11 stream-gaging stations
in the basin that was not exceeded during six d~f-
ferent periods ranging ~n length from 1 to 120 con-
secutive days is shown In table 4.

Table 3.--Average duration of annual low flows of
streams

(For reference period Aprll 1930 to March 1960)

STORAGE OF WATER IN LAKES AND RESERVOIRS
The largest of the many lakes~ pondsj and reser-

voirs in the lower Housatonic River basin is
Thomaston Reservoir~ with a surface area of 950
acres at spillway level and a usable capacity of
13~690 million gallons, Table 5 presents informa-
tion on the more important surface-water bodies
within the basin; additional information on the
public supply reservoirs is given in table 28.
About two-thlrds of the lakes~ ponds~ and reser-
voirs listed ]n table 5 have usable storage (water
that may be withdrawn by gravity through a valve
or gate), Table 6 llsts the maximum safe draft
obtainable from some of these surface-water bodies
at rates that would permit refllllng within each
year of the reference period. Maximum draft rates
are given for years with low-flow conditions at
the lO-year and 20-year recurrence intervals.
The draft rates are given as annual average flc~q;
for shorter periods of use~ they may be increased
correspondingly,

Low-flow frequency data for streams at the
outlet of each of these reservoirs are presented
on plate B, Methods of estimating draft rates
and storage required are described in the following
section.

Estimating the amount of storage needed

If the minimum flow of a stream is insuffi-
cient to meet needs~ the stream may need to be
dammed and the stored water released as needed
to maintain the desired flow during lo~-flow
periods. Table 7 lists the vari~Js amounts of
storage required to maintain selected Fates of
flow at the listed gaging stations for 10- and 20-
year recurrence intervals of annual lowest mean
flow in the reference period~ The figures for
storage required are in percentage of mean annual
volume of streamflow~ and selected flows to be
maintained are in percentage of mean annual flow~
so that the table may be used for other sites
along the same stream. The figures for the
Naugatuck and Housatonlc Rivers ~ave been adjusted

Table 4.--Lowest daily discharge not exceeded during indicated number of consecutive days at selected stream-
gaging stations and year of occurrence

(For years beginning Aprli I and periods of record ending March 1968)
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Table 5.--Lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs

for estimated l~q-flow augmentatlon. Table 7 in-
cludes selected flows to be maintained that are
60 percent or less of the long-term average flow
(which is approximately equal to the smailest
annual mean flow) to Increase the likelihood that
the storage withdrawn would refill during the
year. The figures In this table were determined
from frequency-mass curves based on low-flow fre-
quency relationships for each gaging station
(Riggs, 1964)s and an example Is given on the table
to Illustrate Its use In estimating storage required.

A regional relation for storage required to
maintain flows at other sites in the study area is
given in table 8~ and an example is given In the
table to illustrate its use. The data are pre-
sented for various percentages of median 7-day
annual minimum flow (2-year recurrence interval)
referred to the long-term mean annual flow~ so
that they may be applied to sites for which these
fl~ characteristics have been estimated. Estimates
of flow characteristics for many sites in the basin
are glven on plate B. If plate B gives insufficient
information for interpolation of the low-flow char-
acteristics~ it is necessary to make a few base-flow
discharge measurements at the s~te, preferably dur-
ing a significant drought~ and correlate them wlth
concurrent discharges at one of the iong-term gaging

statlons~ where the median 7-day annual minimum flow
has been determined. A good estimate of the longL
term mean annual fl~ at any site may be taken from
the runoff ratio map, figure

The storage-required values in tables 7 and 8 are
slightly smaller than the true ones because they
Include a bias of about ]0 percent that results
from approximations used in the frequency-mass com-
putation and because losses due to evaporatlon and
seepage are not included, Th~se values are suf-
flclently accurate, however~ for reconnaissance
planning and for the selection of a proposed site.

FLOODS
History

Floods have occurred in the basin during every
month~ at one time or another, Sprlng floods, the
most common~ usually result from the combined
effects of snowmelt and rain; those of late summer
and fall are commonly the result of hurricanes or
coastal storms,

Since the late i7th century~ there have been at
least 17 major floods in the basin. The earliest of
these~ In February 169i~ in Waterbury, eroded part

13



Table 6.--Maximum safe draft rates (regulated flows) from selected lakes3 pond% and reservoir%
reference period Aprll 1930 to Harch 1960

(Lakes3 pond% and reservoirs will refill within a year.)

1/0.97 !I0.97 147 159

150 150

2,476 2,476

580 6~6

Table 7.--Storage required to maintain selected regulated flows at long-term stream-gaglng stations
(Reference period April 1930 to Harch 1960)
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of the meadows. Of similar magnitude was the wlde-
spread "Jefferson flood" of March ]80]~ which tore
out all the brldges on the Naugatuck River. Many
major floods followed in the next tOO years~ inciud-
Ing those in 1841~ 1853~ 1854~ 1869~ 1874~ 1878~
1896s and 1900.

General descriptive Information concerning
major floods in New England through 1955 is given
by Thomson and others (1964). More detailed records
of the major floods of 1936s 1938s and 1955s based
prlmarlly on gaglng-statlon recordss are given by
Graver (1937)s Paulsen and others (1940)s U.S, Geolo-
glcal Survey (1947)s and Bogart (1960). A compila-
tion of all flood peaks above selected magnitudes
for contlnuous-record gaging stations within the
basin is given by Green (1964).

A quantitative summary of major floods on the
Naugatuck River at Beacon Fallss based on continuous
streamfiow records since June 1918s appears in table
9. The first floods that of April 7s 1924s was the
highest at Waterbury since 1896. The "Vermont flood"
of November 4s 1927s was the biggast since the famous
flash flood of June 28s 1869s when 13 inches of rain
fell in 2 hours, Up to August 19s 1955s the all-tlme
record flood in 278 years had been that of December
31s 1948. The August 1955 flood had 3.7 times the

peak discharge and about twice the height of the
1948 flood. On October 16~ 1955~ scarcely 2
months later~ occurred the second-largest flood in
the 278-year period.

The likelihood of major floods has been con-
siderably reduced by a program of flood control
in the basin. The Thomaston flood-control reser-
voir~ operated by the U.S. Corps of Engineers at
the mouth of Leadmlne Brook on the Naugatuck
Rivers was completed in December 1960 and has a
usable capacity of 13,690 mil]ion gallons. Smaller
flood-storage reservoirs operated by the Corps and
their completion dates are: Northfleld Brook
detention reservoir on Northfleld Brook (1965),
Hancock Brook detention reservoir on Hancock Brook
(1965)~ Hop Brook detention reservoir on Hop Brook
(1968), and Black Rock detention reservoir on
Branch Brook (1970). The Park and Forest Commis-
sion of the Connecticut Department of Agriculture
and Natural Resources operates a detention reservoir
on the East Branch of the Naugatuck River (since
1964) and on Hall Meadow Brook (since 1962). Com-
pletion of the system of reservoirs in the basin
would reduce a peak like that of the August 1955
flood (106~000 cfs at Naugatuck River at Beacon Fails)
by approximately two thlrds~ to about 38~O00 cfs
(U.S. Corps of Englneers~ ~ritten commun,~ 1968) o

Table 8.--Storage required to maintain selected flows at sites on unregulated streams

(Data are adjusted to the reference period April 1930 to Hatch 1960. Storage estimate uncorrected for reser-
voir seepage~ evaporations and for computational blas~ all of which increase the amount of storage required.)

lO-year

Interval
of annual

flow

Medlan 7-day annual
mtnimum~ in percent     Indicated flow (in percent of mean annual flow) to be malntained
of mean annual fl~ I0 15 1 20 ] 25 30 35 40 1 45 50 I 55 I ~0

2

7
8
9

IO

1.8 3.3 5.3 7.4 lO 12 15 18 20 23 25
1.6 3.2 5.2 7.3 9.8 12 15 18 20 23 25
1.3 3.0 4.9 6.9 9.4 ]g 14 17 20 2~ 25
l.O 2.6 4.4 6.4 8.8 11 14 17 19 22 25

.6 1.9 3.5 5.3 7,6 I0 13 16 18 21 24

¯ 4 1.4 2.7 4.5 6.6 g.O 12 14 17 20 23

.I .7 1.8 3.4 5.4 7.6 10 13 15 18 21
¯ 1 .5 1.6 3.2 5.0 7.2 9.5 12 14 18 21

20-year

interval
of annual
lowest

flow

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
g

I0

2.0 4.0 6.4 8.8 12 14 17 19 22 24 27
1.7 3.7 6.0 8,4 II 14 17 Ig 22 24 27
1.4 3.3 5.5 7.8 lO 13 16 Ig 22 24 27

1.0 2.5 4.5 6.6 9.2 12 15 18 21 24 27
.8 2.1 4.0 6.1 8.6 12 15 18 21 24 27
.6 1,8 3.6 5,6 8.1 II 14 17 20 24 27

¯ 3 1,3 2,8 4,8 7.2 I0 13 16 lg 23 26
.2 l.O 2.5 4,4 6,8 9.7 13 16 Ig 22 26

Example; If at a site on an unregulated stream the flow is equal to the lO-year recurrence Interval
low flow~ and the median 7-day annual minlmum fl~ at the site is I0 percent of the mean
annual fl~ in cfs~ then storage required to maintain 30 percent of the mean annual flow
In cfs would ~e 6.1 percent of the mean annual volume In cfs-days, See plate B for low-
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Table 9.--Notable f!oods of record
(Stage of peaks, In feet above mean sea level and corresponding flows of record)

2085 i~augatuck River at
B~acon Falls
(n~r Raugatuck)~l/

~rch 12, 1886 January 25. 1988 September 21. 1938 Occember 31~ 1948 Au~ust 19, 1955 October 16. 1955

179.73 5~990 179.72 5,880 181.60 7,420 179.22 5,600 187.40 29,400 181.38 8~860

48.48 68,500 41.78 36,00O 46.48 89,500 44.95 51,800 48.41 69,400 49.48 7%800

398.81 6~590 899.01 6,830 401.33 9~870 401.47 I0,200 413.44 41~600 399.74 8,100

411.66 4~830 411.58 4,700 412.37 6,080 411.86 5,150 414.33 ]0,4DO 410.83 3,080

167.13 23~300 166.41 20~300 167.57 25,300 167.57 28~500 180.87 I06~000 168+87 30,400

Table lO.--Maxtmum floods of record and mean annual floods

record ms])

24.2 1966-67 3- 1-66    228.25 860 36
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Magnitude and frequency FREQUENCY AND DURATION OF HIGH FLOWS

Knowledge of the magnitude and frequency of
floods is essential for the Iocat~on and establish-
ment of encroachment lines. The maximum flood and
mean annual flood of record at gaging stations in
the l o~er Housatonic River basin are given in table
lO. Estimates of the flood flow at any other site
can be made from f~gures 15 and 163 provided that
(l) the stream is unregulated~ (2) it drains a
rural area,and (3) the drainage area is known. The
mean annual flood can be found from figure 153 and
flows for any other recurrence interval up to 100
years are obtainable by multiplylng the value for
the mean annual flood by the appropriate ratio from
figure 16,

Figure 15.--Hean annual flood related to size of
dralna~e area.

Table I0 and figures 15 and 16 delineate the
recurrence of ~nstantaneous peak d~scharges. For
some purposes3 howeverj it ls also useful to
estimate how long periods of high flow may last
and h~ frequently the periods may recur. Table
|1 presents the recurrence ~ntervals of annual
highest average flows observed for various numbers
of consecutive days In the reference period, 1931-
603 at long-term gaging stations. For example3
at Pomperaug River at Southbury3 for a period of
30 consecutive days an average flo~ of 630 cfs
occurred on the average once in IO years; thus
there is a 10 percent chance of a 30-day average
flow of this magnitude in any one year.

Fiqure 16.--Flood-magnitude frequenc~ curve.

Table I1.--Annual highest average flows and corresponding average elevations for indicated recurrence
intervals at long-term stream-gaging stat~onsj reference period October 1930 to September 1960
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EXPLANAq’ION

Figure 17.--Bedrock aquifers in the basin.
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GROUND WATER

An unseen but important part of the hydrologic
~cte occurs underground~ where ground water n~ves
through earth materials from areas of recharge to
areas Of discharge. These earth materla]s--uncon-
sol{dated sediments and the underlying bedrock--
constitute the hydrogeologic framework for both the
movement and storage of ground water. Optimum
development and management of this resource requires
an understanding of the characteristics of this
frameworkt a knowledge of the amounts of water paten-
t{ally ava{lable~ and an understanding of the func-
tioning of the ground-water system in relation to
the total hydrologic system.

THE HYDROGEOLOGIC FRAMEWORK
The physical framework for the n~vement and stor-

age of ground water In the lower HousatonIc River
has{n consists of aquifers and streambed deposits.
Each of the three aquifers In the basin--stratlfled
drlft~ tIll~ and bedrock--has characteristics and
water-bearlng properties that determine its useful-
ness as a source of supply. Streambed deposits are
the transmitting medium between surface-water bad{as
and aquifers. As such~ they may slgnIficantly affect
the degree to which ground-water supplies can be
augmanted by Induced infiltration of surface water.

STRATIFIED DRIFT
Occurrence and description

Stretlfied drift is the most productive aquifer
n the lower HousatonIc River basin; although it

occupies only about 16 percent of the basin area.
It consists of layers of sand and gravel and lesser
amounts of slit and clay deposited by glacial melt-
waters. It occurs aln~3st exclusively as narro~
belts In stream valleys and lowlands (plate C).
Haximum width of the aquifer is generally less than
2 miles, and In much of the basin it is less than
half a mile.

Huch of the aquifer is heterogeneous~ with many
abrupt horizontal and vertical changes in texture.
This heterogeneity contributes to difficulties in
ground-water exploration and In aquifer analysis.
Nevertheless~ stratified drift in the Naugatuck River
valley and In upland tributaries in the basin con-
tains much coarse materla1~ and in many areas it Is
highly productive.

Stratified drift composed of fine sand and
sandy silt is commonly broader~ thlcker~ and n~re
uniform in texture that that composed chlefly of
coarser sand and gravel. In the Pomperaug valley~
the sites of old glacial lakes (Pess]~ 1970) are
underlain by fine-grained lacustrine and deltaic
deposits that are poorly suited for development
by screened wells; they adjoin coarse-grained
deposits capahle of yteldlng large quantltles of
water to screened wells,

outwash and estuarlne deposits. The predominance
of these flne-gralned deposits in the estuary
greatly reduces the potentlal for the development
of ground water--fresh or salty--In the area.

Aquifer boundaries

Host stratified drift in the basin was depos-
ited In valleys and lowlands on bedrock or till-
mantled bedrock. The stratified drift is therefore
bounded laterally and at its base by these more
impervious materials. Although water moves through
till and bedrock into the stratified drift~ Its
rate of movement is commonly slower in the hound-
ary materials. Thus, the boundaries between the
till-bedrock and stratified drift act as barriers
that restrict well ylelds from the stratified-drift
aquifer.

Streams traversing the valley floors may form
recharge boundaries to the stratlfied-drlft aquifer.
In such ptaces~ pumping fromwlIs will reverse
the natural ground-water discharge to streams and
induce water in the channels to infiltrate the
stratlf~ed drift. Aquifer-stream relatlonsh{ps
and the effectiv~ness of streams as recharge
boundaries in the l~ver Housaton{c River basin are
discussed In the sectIon~ ’llnduced lnfIltrationW

Thickness

The thickness of the stratlfled-drlft aquifer
is an important factor In determining well yield.
Where other factors3 such as texture~ are equal~
a thick aquifer will produce more than a thln one~
because of its greater capability for transmitting
water~ greater available drawdown~ and greater
amount of water in storage. Aquifer thickness
generally ranges wldely~ from about 10 feet In many
small valleys and at the sides of larger ones~ to
200 feet in the Housatonlc River valley. The maxl-
mum thickness at any data control point Is 216 feet~
at well SH 8. (See’table 12.)

Saturated thickness is determined largely
from descriptive Io9s of wells and test borings;
In many Io9s it Is dlfflcult to distinguish stratl-
fled drift from underlylng tI11~ and thus the
entire saturated section was contoured (pl. C).
However~. at most sites the till is probably thln
(5 feet or less) or absent~ and so in most valleys
the saturated-thlckness lines closely approximate
the thickness of the stratlfled-drlft aquifer.

The thickness of the stratifled-drlft aquifer
is influenced by the configuration of the under-
lying bedrock surface. Commonly~ bedrock is deeper
at the center of a valley than at the sides; there-
fore surflclal aquifers are usually thickest near
valley centers. The greatest thickness seldom
coincides wlth the course of the stream at the sur-
face.

Near the mouth of the Housatonic Rlver~ flne
"and~ organic silt3 and peat were deposited as

A 1ongltudinal profile along the thalweg~ or
deepest part of the underlying bedrock valley~
indicates that the bedrock surface in the area
commonly forms a series of alternating shallow
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troughs and crestss rather than a smoothly sloping
profile, The thlckness of the aquifer is greater
in these troughs. For examples at Waterbury and
Naugatuck in the Naugatuck River valleys the satur-
ated thickness exceeds 120 feet (pl,

The lrregularltles of the bedrock floor are
probably the result of differential erosion by
glacial ices resulting from differences In bedrock
topography and orientation of the valleys. For
examples segments of the bedrock valley trending
south and southeast (pl. C)3 approximately paratlel
to the direction of glacial ice movements are much
deeper than segments trending in other directions
(U.S. 6eo1. Surveys 1968s p. A-52). This relation-
ship facilltated delineation of the saturated thick-
ness in the valley segment 0.3 mile east of Steven-
son Dam at Lake Zoars for which subsurface data were
unavailables and could aid in further exploration
for large ground-water supplies in the Housatonlc
River valley,

Transmlsslvlty

The ease with which an aquifer transmits waters
its transmls~ivltys determines to a large degree the
potential ylelds of welts tapplng It. Knowledge of
transmisstvlty In conjunction wlth an understanding
of boundary conditions and storage characteristics
is used to locate areas favorable for the development
of large ground-water suppiles and to estimate well
yields and drawdo~ns, The potential of the stratified-
drift aquifer to yleld large water supplles is due
]argely to its high transmlsslvity.

In 1970 the U.S. Geological Survey adopted the
terms ~transmisslvity~ and ~hydraullc conductlvity’~
to replace ~coefficlent of transmlsslbillty~ and
’~coefflclent of permeabIlitys~ respectively. The
new terms express volume of water in cubic feet
rather than gallons. (See Glossary.) Conversion
factors for the old and new terms are given along-
slde the list of ’~Equlva]ents~ near the end of thls
report.

The areal dlstributlon of the transmlssivlty of
the stratlfled-drlft aquifer In the l o~er Housatonlc
River basin ~s sho~n on plate C. The map is based
on 521 estimated values and sho~s that transmlsslv-
ity generally ranges from 2s700 ft2/day In headwater
areas3 smaller tributary valleyss and valley margins~
to 20s000 ft2/day in parts of the main valleys of
the Naugatuck and Housatonic Rivers, The maximum
value estimated was 47~000 ft2/day at well SH 8s In
the Housatonlc River valley,

Transmlsslvity is equal to the product of aqui-
fer thicknesss bs and the hydraulic conductlvityj K.
Thuss the dlstr~butlon of transmisslv~ty reflects
the combined effects of differences In these two
factors. A thick aquifer that Is fine in texture
with l o~ hydraulic conductivity may have a trans-
misslvlty equal to that of a thin aquifer that Is
coarse In texture wlth hlgh hydraulic conductlvlty,
For examples the aquifer in the segment of the
Housatonic River valley south of Derby is more than
80 feet thick but has about the same transmisslvlty
as the aquifer In the valley of East Branch Nauga-
tuck Rlvers which ls less than 40 feet thick, The
difference ls In the texture of the deposits. In
the Housatonlc River valley south of Derbys the
deposits are mostly organic silts peats and flne

sand with low hydraullc conductlvltie% whereas in
the East Branch Naugatuck River valley3 they con-
sist predominantly of coarse gravel wlth high
hydraulic conductivity,

The distribution of transmisslvity on plate ¢
is based on estimates derived from (1) pumping
tests of wells~ (2) specific-capaclty data from
wellss and (3) descriptive logs and partlcle-size
analyses of samples from wells and test borings,

Reliable estimates of transmisslvity were
obtained from two pumping tests during the investi-
gation (table 12~ wells NA 16 and 31; and SB
In both tests~ wells were pumped at constant rates
for extended periods of times and periodic water-
level measurements v~re made in nearby observation
wells, In a third test (on SH 10 in the Shelton
well fleld)~ no tellable estimate of transmlsslv-
ity could be determined from the data, In all
tests~ the data were analyzed by applylng the
Thels nonequilibrtum formula (Theis~ 1935)~ as
discussed in Ferris and others (1962~ p, 92) and
Walton (1962~ p, 6), Data for the three tests
are contained in the companion basic-data report
(Grossman, and Wllson~ 1970~ table

Specific-capacity tests are conducted prln-
clpally to determine the yield per foot of draw-
down of a production well~ but the data may also
be utliized to estimate aquifer transmlsslvity,
Test data and transmlssivities for 84 screened
wells tapping the stratified-drift aquifer are
summarized In table 12; well locations are sh~n
on plate A. These data are based mostly on
drlllers~ records of pumping rat% drawdo~n in
the pumping welis and test duration. As such
they are subject to the errors inherent in con-
ducting and reporting tests under nonstandardlzed
conditions. The estimates of transmlssivity based
on speclflc-capaclty tests ares on the wholes
conservative~ because the larger drawdowns result-
ing from well Inefflclency~ aquifer dewaterlngs and
barrier boundaries were not considered. Exceptions
occur where a recharge boundary was intercepted
during the tests thus reducing drawdowns and giving
an unrealistically hlgh value of aquifer transmls-
slvlty. Despite their limltatlonss the tests per-
mit approximation of transmissivitys perhaps within
±20 percent.

Logs of wells and test holes can also be used
to estimate transmisslvity because the hydraulic
conductivity of a deposit is dlrectly related to
differences in graln-slze characteristics (Rose
and Smiths 1957; Hasch and Denny~ 1966).. For the
lower Housatonic River basln~ estimates of trans-
mlssivity were made from 505 logs ofwel]s and
test holes. As shown in the examples table i3s an
estimate of hydraulic conductivity is m~de for each
llthologlc unit in the log~ the estimate Is multi-
plied by the saturated thickness of the unlts and
the products are totaled to give transmlssivity.

Assignment of hydraulic conductlvlty to the
units in each log is based on one method or a
combination of two methods. A catalogue of hydrau-
lic conductlvltles assigned to drillers~ terms~
summarized In table 14s is used for logs in which I
the descriptive terms are too general to permit a
reliable estimate of specific graln-slze character-
istics. For thls methods transmlsslvltles deter-
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mined from specific-capacity tests of 65 wells for
which 1o9s are also available are used as guides
in assigning the hydraulic conductivity values
to drillers~ terms, (See table 12.)

A more quantitative approach is used for more
detailed logs. In these~ the terminology is more
uniform and specific; descriptions are commonly
based on e~amination and many involve graln-size
analyses of split spoon samples, Estimates of
hydraullc conductivity of lithologic units in
these logs are made by comparing their descriptions
with similar descriptions of 187 samples of strati-
fied drift from eastern and western Connecticut
(includlng 73 from the lower Housatonic River basin},
These samples~ collected and analyzed by the U,S.
Geological Survey~ are assigned hydraulic-conductiv-
ity values based on relationships between median
grain size~ uniformity coefficientj and hydraullc
conductivity that were developed during earlier Con-
necticut inventory studies (Randall and others3 1966;
Thomas~ H, P.~ and others~ 1967; Thomas~ C, E,~ and
others~ 1968; Ryder and others~ 1970), The results
are summarized in table 14~ In which the analyses
are grouped accordlng to differing grain-size char-
acteristics for easier ccmparlson with llthologlc
units described in logs. The graln-slze analyses
of samples from the lovmr Housatonic River basin are
tabulated in the ccmpanion baslc-data report (Gross-
man and Wilson~ 1970~ table 4).

Among the logs used for estimates of transmis-
sivity are those of many test borings by the Con-
necticut State Department of Transportation. Esti-
mates of hydraulic conductivity of different lltho-
logic units of sand and gravel in these logs are
listed in table 14. They are based on the same
procedure described above.

Although the methods used to estimate trans-
missivlty from logs are somewhat subjective~ they
are tied in with more quantltat~ve tests and are
internally consistent, Some values determined from
specific-capacity tests are markedly different from
those estimated from logs of the san~ wells (table
12), In most of these instances~ transmissivlty
derived from specific capacity indicates the effi-
ciency with which the well taps the aquifer and is
not corrected for the net effects of boundaries~
whereas the value from the log gives a better
indication of the water-bearing properties of the
aquifer itself,

Storage coefficient

Aquifers act not only as media for transmitting
water~ but also as storage reservoirs, In the lower
Housatonic River basln~ large volumes of water--many
billions of gallons--are stored in the stratified
drift. Much as in surface-water reservoirs~ water
iS almost constantly being wlthdrawn from or added
to aquifer storage~ either by natural processes or
by manipulation,

The amount of water that can be withdrawn
from an aquifer is only a fraction of the total
in storage, The storage coefficient of water-
table aquifers commonly ranges from 0,D5
to 0,30 cubic foot of water per square foot of aqui-
fer surface per foot of head change (Ferr~s and
others~ 1962~ po 78). Nearly all this water is
derived from gravity drainage~ and thus the amount

Table 13.--Example of estimating transmlssivlty
from logs of wells and test holes

Test hole WY 12th. Drilled wlth power auger by
U.S. Geological Survey~ 1966. Depth to waterx
4 feet below land surface.

available is a function of tim as well as of
aquifer properties. In the lower Housatonlc River
basin a value of 0.20 Is assumed to be a reasonable
and probably conservative value of storage coef-
ficient applicable to long periods of drainage of
the stratified-drlft aquifer.

Yields of wells

Yields of 100 gpm or more in the lower
Housatonic River basin are most commonly obtained
from screened wells tapping stratified drift.
Yield and construction characteristics of 62 such
wells are summarized on figure 27.

One of several horizontal collectors in Con-
necticut is located along the Naugatuck River near
Naugatuck. The installation (NA 3~ p1. A) was
completed in 19~9. Tests during the first year of
operation indicated a sustained pumping capacity
exceeding 2.6 mgd, with a drawdown of 68 feet in
the caisson. Operatlonal yields in the late
1960=s were considerably lower and were augfnented
by pumpage from nearby Beacon Hill Brook. In
early 1967~ for example~ pumpage from the collector
average 1.5 mgd~ including 1.0 mgd pumped from the
brook into the caisson.

One of two caisson wells Inventoried for this
study (MO 40~ pl. A) had a reported yield of I03
gpm.

Stratified drift can also be economically and
efficiently tapped for small to moderate water
supplles. Well types suitable for small to moder-
ate yields include dug~ open end~ and screened wells~
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Table 14.--Hydraullc conductivity values assigned to stratlfled-drift units
in detailed logs of wells and test holes

L

Tr

4oo

1,3

Tr

including well points, The choice depends upon a
variety of factorss including geologlc and hydro-
loglc conditions in the vicinity of the well slte,

Dug wells continue to supply many homes in
areas underlain by stratified drift. Sites
especially favorable for development of dug wells
are those where the aquifer is at least ~ feet
thick and the water table is shallow and does not
fluctuate widely, Such conditions are com~on on
flood plains of small streams. For examplej many
residents along Bronson Brook in Beacon Falls take
advantage of these conditions by using dug wells as
sources of domestic water supplies.

Small to moderate yields can be obtained from
small-dlameter screened well points driven into the
aquifer. Conditions especially suitable for thls
type of well are similar to those for dug wells; in
addition an aquifer consisting of well sorted sand
contributes to the ease of construction and effl-
ciency of development, Dug or driven wells are
generally finished several feet below the annual
low water table to insure against the well going
dry in a drought.

WATER TABLE

Figure 27,--Yield and construction characteristics
of 62 screened wells tapping stratified drift and
tested at i00 ~pm or more.



TILL
The till aquifer consists of the saturated part

of glacial tili~ a nonstratifieds nonsorted deposit
composed of rock particles of a wide range of sizes~
from boulders to clay. Tills popularly called
’Lhardpans" was deposited directly by glacial ice.
in the lower Housatonlc River basin it forms a wide-
spread but discontinuous mantle over bedrock through-
out most upland areas and extends beneath stratified
drift in valleys and lowlands, it WaS not mapped
as a separate unit but is included with the bedrock
and swamp deposits in all areas not mapped as strati-
fied drift (pl. C).

TIll thickness 9enerally ranges wldely from 0
to 200 feet, In the lower Housatonic River basin
the median till thickness is 30 feet at the sites
of 240 bedrock wells. The average thickness Is
probably less than this because few of these wells
were drilled in areass common in much of the up-
landss where bedrock is at or very near the land
surface,

Scattered throughout the basin are areas where
till is exceptionaliy thick~ as shown on plate C.
Within these areas~ its thickness is known or
assumed to be at least 40 feet; at many sites it
exceeds ~00 feet. A substantial thickness of tli]
may increase the cost of a bedrock well because of
the greater length of casing required, On the other
hand~ if saturated~ it wIIi contribute water to the
bedrock through leakages and it may also provide
better protection from pollution by septic tank
effluents. (See discussion~ "Ground-water Contamin-
ation,")

The general absence of stratification and sort-
ing in till results in a low hydraulic conductivity.
Published results of 31 hydraulic-conductivity deter-
minations of tlll in southern New England show that
hydraulic conductivity ranges from O.013 to 29 ft/
days with a median value of 0.67 ft/day (A1ien and
others3 1963; Allen and others~ 1966; Baker and
others~ 1964; Randall and others~ 1966; Samuel and
others~ 1966; Thomass M,P,~ and others3 1967), Such
low values greatly limit the potential of this aqui-
fer as a source of }arge water suppliess even where
its thickness is substantial,

At favorable locatlons~ dug wells in till can
provide small supplies of water for domestic and
stock uses~ although their number is declining.
Seasonal fluctuations of the water table in till
areas are commonly large~ ands because of the low
hydraulic conductivitys drawd~vns due to pumping
are also large, Thus~ optimum conditions for the
installation of a dug well require several tens of
feet of saturated section and a shallow water table.
Digging the well several feet below the annual low
water level helps to sustain the supply during dry
seasons,

Storage in the well is an important supplement
to the yield of a dug well tapping this aquifer.
Each foot of water in a well 3 feet in diameter
represents 53 gallons, The water withdrawn from
well storage is replaced by slow seepage from the
aquifer, Tests of dug wells in eastern Connecticut
have indicated that the hydraulic conductivity of

till will commonly permit replenishment seepage
of 200 9pd~ enough for the average needs of a
family of three (Randall and otherss 1966); con-
ditions in the lower Housatonlc River basin are
probably similar.

Increasing the diameter of a dug well
increases both the amount of water that can be
stored and the area of contact with the aquifer,
Three large-diameter dug wells (MD 1s 2s 3) are
used by the Westover Water Company to provide
part of the supply of a school and small community.
These wells are 18 feet In diameter and 16 to 20
feet deep, During the winter season the three are
pumped together 16 hours a days but no determina-
tion of their yields has been made,

Open-end drilled wells also tap tills espe-
cially where it is thick, The depth of 12 such
open-end wells In the basin ranges from 70 to
166 feet; the median is 98 feet. Median yie]d Is
12 gpms sllghtIy higher than that from open-end
wells tapping stratified drifts perhaps reflecting
the greater available drawdown in the tit1 wells.
Howevers open-end wells In till may actually tap
interbedded or underlying beds of gravel. If
gravel layers are penetrated during the drilling
of a well through thick till to bedrocks considera-
tion can be given to completing an open-end well
in the overburden.

BEDROCK
Bedrock underlies the entire lower Housatonic

River basin and is an important source of water
for several thousand homess schoolss shopss and
other establishments requiring small to moderate
amounts of water. Bedrock forms two principal
aquiferss based on differences in geologic and
hydrologic characteristics: (I) crystalline bed-
rocks which underlles most of the area (fig. 17) s
and (2) sedJrnentary-volcanic bedrocks whlph under-
lies only about 11 square miles in the Pomperaug
River basin.

Several thousand bedrock wells in the lower
Housatonic River basin provide water for homes and
shopss and probably several hundred new ones are
drilled each year, Most of them provide trouble-
free supplies that are satisfactory in quantity
and quality, The yield of a bedrock well cannot
be determined before drilling; nonethelesss a
knowledge of factors influencing aquifer productiv-
ity can sometimes be utilized in selecting the site
most likely to supply the desired yleld.

Data from 294 wells in the basin indicate
that yields of a few gallons per minute can be
obtained from bedrock at most sites. The maximum
yield of a bedrock ~ll can be determined by pump-
ing or by bailing the water down as close to the
well bottom as possible and measuring t~ early
rate of recovery. The effective yield of a bed-
rock well is supplemented by the amount of water
stored in the casing and rock hole. Each foot of
water stored in a 6-1nch-diameter well represents
about 1½ gallons. Thuss if the water level prior
to pumping is 30 feet below land surface in a well
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200 feet deep~ the 170 ft of storage equals 255 gal-
lons that can augment the yield of the aquifer.

Crystalline bedrock

The crystalline bedrock aquifer underlies
r~arly all the Io~er Housatonic River basin. Host
of this aquffer is cc{nposed of a hards dense rock
consistTng of tightly interlocked mineral grains.
Ccn~non rock types Include granites gneiss~ and
zchlst. In some areas the upper part of the bed-
rock has weathered Into a crumbly mass; in other
areas mica schist is described by drl]lers as ’~soft.’~

The thickness and areal extent of these weathered
zones are unknown; they are commonly cased off and
th~s are not a significant part of the aquifer,

The solid part of crystalline bedrock is
essentially impervlous~ and water in such rock
moves largely in cracks or jointss which are most
common in the upper few hundred feet of bedrock,
Paralle1 jolnts~ forming a sets may intersect other
sets~ forming enJarged openings along which water
moves more readily, Many joints are vertlcal or
steeply dipping; others are roughly parallel to the
bedrock surface, Although the orientation and spac-
ing of joints are genera11y systematic; in detail
their size and distribution are irregulars and the
productivity of the aquifer differs widely from
slte to site.

The heterogeneity of the crysta111ne bedrock
and the steep dlp of Its fractures make possible
the drl]llng of a satisfactory wel] close to an un-
productive one, Moving to another slte in a direc-
tion perpendicular to the general trend~ or Hacross
the strlke"s of the bedrock or joints increases the
probablllty of intersecting different and thus per-
haps higher yleldlng sets of fractures.

Fro~ drillers~ records of about 13350 wells in
the basins a sample of 294 domestic wells tapping
crysta]Iine bedrock was selected to eva]uate various
factors probably Influencing aquifer productivity,
These factors include aquifer lithologys topographic
situations type of overburdens and aquifer thickness,
The sample was se]ected so that each of these fac-
tors is well represented basinwlde. Reported yields
rather than specific capacities are used In all
analyses of wells tapping crystalline bedrock, spe-
cific capacities of such we]]s have uncertain va]ue
because yield is not necessarily proportional to
drawdown (Thomas~ M.P.s and otherss 1967s p. 57).
The yields were determined by drillers by a variety
of methods and for various test durations. They do
not necessarily represent the full potential of the
aquifer at the well sites but they do represent
practical short-term yield useful for comparative
purposes. Figure 18 shows the distribution of yields
In the sample of 294 wells. The median yield is 5-6
gpm;£about 75 percent of the wells yield at least
3 gpms and less than 10 percent yield 20 gpm or more~

Lithoheg.y.

The crystalline bedrock aquifer in the lower
Housatonlc River basin may be subdivided into two
broad llthologic types~ granite and schist, Granite
is used in a broad sense to Include gneiss and other
~Imilar coarse-gralneds generally hard~ crystalline
rock types. Schist is characterized by the predom-
inance of the mica mlnerals and by foliatlon. The
response of these two types of rocks to stresses
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within the earth’s crust differs. Granite is more
~ompetent3 and it responds to crustal stresses by
producing distinct and open joints, Schist is less
competent~ and it responds more by slipping and
folding along foliation planes. Although joints
develop in schist3 they are likely to be nearly
closed and discontinuous and therefore poor con-
duits for water,

Granite is tapped by more high-yieldlng wells
and fewer Iow-yleldlng ones than schist3 (flg. 19).
Median well yields are 7 gpm for granite and 4 3/4
gpm for schist. These comparisons are based on
221 wells in the 294-we11 sample; aquifer Iithology
for 73 remaining wells was indeterminable.
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Fiqure 18.--Yield distribution of selected wells
tappin~ crystalline bedrock.

The approximate extent of the princlpal granite
and schist units in the basin is shown on figure
Other crystal~ine bedrock is undifferentlated on
the map where detailed mapping is incomplete~ where
the rocks are too mixed to differentiate on the
scale useds or where other crystalline rocks occur
that do not clearly fit into the two principal
types, Wells drilled in areas of undifferentiated
rocks but whose type is nevertheless identlfiab]e
from the drillers~ logs~ are shown on the figure
by a letter sy~bol.

An area of c~mplex geology Is broadly gener-
alized on figure 17. In most areas mapped as
granite or schists the unit shown predominates but
is not the only one; at individual sites it is
possible to drill through granites schist3 some
other crystalline rocks or a combination of these,
Published quadrangle maps of bedrock geology pro-
vide more details and descr~ptlons, They are
listed at the end of this report in the section
’~Selected References,"
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Flg~re 19.-iyield distribution of wells tappln9
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Figure 20.--Yield dlstrlbution of wells tappinR
crysta]11ne bedrock overlain by till in
different topoqraphic situations,

Topoqraphic position

The topographic position of wells drilled In
crystalline bedrock has been considered to in-
fluence their yields (Cushman and others~ ]953;
£Ilis~ 19091. However~ data frcm 2hO wells in the
lower Housatonlc River basin suggest that topo-
graphy alone has little influence on well yield.
The curves of yield distribution (flg. 20) are
very similar for three principal topographic posi-
tions. A slightly smaller percentage of valley
wells is low yielding compared to hilltop wells~
but a higher percentage of valley wells yield at
least 20 gpm. Median yield values are 5 gpm for
hllltop~ 5½ gpm for hIllslde~ and 4½ gpm for
valley wells, The factor of overburden type was
eliminated by using data only from wells wlth till
overburden in this analysis,

Overburden type

Differences in hydraulic conductivity between
stratified-drift overburden and till overburden may
indlrectly influence the water-bearlng characteris-
tics of the underlying crystaI11ne bedrock aquifer.
Because of Its higher hydraulic conductivity~
stratified drift in direct contact with the bedrock
surface may transmit water downward to fractures
more readily than till. Figure 21 shows that wells
at sites where stratified drift is the overburden
(~stratified drift/bedrock’ wells) have a substan-
tially greater proportion of high yields than wells
at sites where till is the overburden ("tI11/bedrock"
wells). In both groups about 76 percent of the wells
yield at least 3 9pm~ but the median yield is 7 gpm
for the stratified drift/bedrock wells compared wlth

5½ gpm for the till/bedrock wells; moreovph~ the
proportion of wells yie]dlng at least 20 gpm is
twice as great for the stratified drift/bedrock
wells as for the tll]/bedrock wells. Converse]y~
where bedrock openings are sma]1~ few~ or dis-
contlnuous~ yields are hew regard]ess of the type
of overburden.

All the stratified drlft/bedrock wells are in
valleys~ whereas the t111/bedrock wells are dis-
tributed in all topographic situations, The dif-
ferences In yield due to overburden type are even
more striking if yields of 5h stratified drift/
bedrock wells (fig. 211 are compared wlth yields
of the 56 ti11/bedrock wells at valley sites (fig.
20). The results further Indicate that type of
overburden is a more significant factor than topo-
graphic situation in influenclng yields from bed-
rock.

Thickness of bedrock penetrated

Yield data from the lower Housatonlc River
basin support the conclusion of other studies in
New England that the most productive zone of the
crystalline bedrock is the upper 200 feet and that
the probability of obtaining a substantial increase
In yield at aquifer penetrations greater than 300
feet is slight (E111s~ 19091 Cushman and others3
1953~ Thomas~ H. P.~ and others~ 1967; Thomas~ C. E.
and others~ 19681. Figure 22 shews the frequency
distribution of yields obtained In the uppermost
100 feet of bedrock in a sample of 114 wells in the
basin that were tested at two or more depths during
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Figure 21.--Yield dlstrlbutlon of wells in crystal-
llne bedrock overlain by stratified drift and by
till.

drI11ing. More than 90 percent of the wells obtained
at least I gpm~ 50 percent obtained 3-h gpm~ and 20
percent obtained at least 10 gpm in the uppermost
100 feet of bedrock. The distrJbut{on of total yield~
also shown on figure 22, is similar to that of the
larger sample of 294 wells used in the preceding ana-
lyses. (See flg. 17.) Among the 114 wellsj 47 did
not penetrate more than 100 feet of bedrock~ evident-
Iy obtaining suffic{ent yield within that range.
Table 15 shows that~ after well deepenlng~ yield
increase of most wells became smaller with each addl-
tional 100 feet of bedrock penetrated. Ten percent
of the wells yielded at least 10 gpm more after
penetrating 100-199 feet of rock~ and 51 percent
ylelded at least 2 gpm more. But in the next 100-foot
lnterval~ none of the wells yielded as much as I0 gpm
more~ and 65 percent yielded an additional I gpm or
less. And at rock penetrations of 300 feet or morej
no wells yielded as much as 5 gpm addltlona1~ and
the yleld of only 14 percent increased at least 2 gpm.

Table 15.--Effects of deeper penetration of crystal-
line bedrock on yields of wells
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Figure 22.--Yield distribution of wells tappinq
crysta111ne bedrock tested at more than one
depth durin9 drillinq.

Yield data also suggest that where the bed-
rock is unproductive in the uppermost 100 feet~
it is also likely to be unproductive at greater
depths. As shown on figure 22~ none of 49 wells
whose yields in the uppermost 100 feet of bed-
rock were less than 3 gpm had a total yield ex-
ceeding 10 gpm after deepenlng~ and the median
total yield of this group was only about 3 gpm.
Figure 23 shows that the median yield of the bed-
rock wells is inversely related to thickness of
bedrock penetrated. EvidentIy~ the deeply pene-
trating wells were drilled at sites where the
bedrock is unproductive throughout. The median
yield of the total sample is 5½ gpm~ about the same
as for the larger sample of 294 wells, Similar
conditions are suggested by data from 17 domestic
wells that penetrate more than 400 feet of bedrock
(table 16). None of these wells yielded more than
I gpmt despite a median rock penetration of 527
feet and a maximum penetration of 895 feet.

In contrast~ unusually hlgh yields are
obtained from wells in the uppermost I00 feet of
crystalline bedrock at some sites in the basin.
Even at these sites~ the above-average yield pro-
bably does not extend to greater rock depths~
although the data are less definitive than those
for unproductive bedrock. Data for 24 domestic
bedrock wells with yields of at least 30 gpm
indicate that the median rock penetration was
only 70 feet. Drilling was soon halted in most
of these wells because such large yields are more
than enough for household needs. Where larger
supplies are needed for shops~ schoo%s~ and fac-
tories~ the tendency is to drill to greater depths
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TOTAL SAMPLE(II4 DOMESTIC WELLS)
_/’MEDIAN YIELD--S½ GALLONS PER MINUTE

MEDIAN BEDROCK PENETRATION=II2 FEET

TOTAL THICKNESS OF BEDROCK
PENETRATED,IN FEET

Figure 23.--Median yields of domestic wells tappin9
different thicknesses of crystalline bedrock,

Wells penetrating small thicknesses of bed-
rock have higher median yields than those
penetrating large thicknesses.

in an effort to obtain the maximum supply available.
In 16 such wells with yields of at least 30 gpm~
median thickness of bedrock penetrated was 206 feet3
with a median yield of 41 gpm, The relation of
yleld to bedrock penetration in these wells is
unknownt but the fact that the median yield of the
deeper wells is only slightly larger than that of
the domestic wells suggests ~hat the additional
depth did not result in substantially greater yield,

Sedlmentary-volcanlc bedrock

Sedimentary and volcanic rocks underlie 11,2
square miles of the pomperaug River basin in South-
bury and Woodbury (fig, 17). The aquifer consists
of a sequence of three volcanic units (lava flows)
composed of basalt~ Interbedded with four sedimen-
tary unltst principally red and gray conglomerate~
shale~ and sandstone (all the sedimentary unlts are
popularly termed "red rock") (table 17), The rocks
are similar in age~ type~ and sequence to the bed-
rock underlying much of the Connecticut River valley
north of Middletown but are probably thinner, Schutz
(1956) indicates that the total section of the lower
Housatonic River basin exceeds l~000 feet in thick-
ness. Near Southbury Village in 1888 a lj525-foot
well penetrated I~235 feet of sedimentary and
volcanic rocks underlain by crystalline rocks
(Hovey~ 1890),

The sedimentary-volcanic aquifer is broken by
numerous sets of joints and by a complex network
of faults (Schutz~ 1956~ p, 26), Most water In this
aquifer is probably stored in and transmitted by the
jolnts~ and most faults are too tight to yield
significant quantities of water~ (Meinzer and Stearns~
1929~ p. 80), Bedding planes separating layers of
sedimentary rock probably also store and transmit
water as reported in north-central Connecticut
(Cushman~ 1964~ p. 31). in north-central Connecticutj
drillers report that water supplies are commonly
obtained at contacts between the volcanic and under-
lying sedimentary units (Cushman~ 196~3 p. 39); pre-
sumab|y similar conditions exist in the lower Housa-
tonic River basin, The sedimentary rocks are porous~

Table 16.--Hydrogeologic characteristics of 17 deep
wells penetrating more than 400 feet

of crystalline bedrock

Characteristic Median Range

Yield ½ gpm 0 - 1 9pm

Static water level 46 ft 8 - 200 ft
below land surface

Thickness of over- 21 ft 2 - 50 ft
burden

Thickness of bedrock 527 ft 428 - 895 ft
penetrated

Total depth 535 ft 4h~ - 900 ft

but their pore spaces are so small that they yield
llttle or no water to wel|s (Meinzer and Stearns~
1929~ p, 79).

Few wells tap sedlmentary-volcanic rocks in
the lower Housatonlc River basin~ but available
yield data suggest that the aquifer is more pro-
ductive than crystalline bedrock. The median yield
for 42 domestic wells reported by drillers is 10
gpm (fig. 24)3 about twice that of wells in cry-
stalline bedrock. A11 the wells in sedimentary-
voicanlc rock are in valleys~ where stratified
drift is the overburden; 90 percent of them yield
at least 3 gpm~ and 24 percent yleld 20 gpm or
more (fig. 24). The yields of four wells in slml-
tar bedrock In north-central Connecticut drilled
for large supplies are reported as 40~ 97~ I00~
and 150 9pm~ suggesting that the sedimentary-
volcanic aquifer has a potential for hlgh yield.

Table 17.--Geologic units of the sedimentary-
volcanic bedrock aquifer

(after Schutz~ 1956, p. 6-19)

(Youngest at topt oldest at bottom)

65O

Unlike that of a well tapping the crystalline
rocks~ the specific capacity of a well tapping the
sedimentary-volcanlc rocks provides a guide to
aquifer productivlty~ because abundant closely
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FiRure 24.--Yleld distribution of wells tappin~
sedimentary-volcanlc rocks in the lower Housatonic
River basin and in north-central Connecticut.

spaced openings relate yield to drawdo~n directly.
The specific capaclty of 32 domestic wells~ based
on drillers~ data~ ranges from 0.017 9pm/ft to
12,0 gpm/ft~ with a median of 0,20 gpm/ft. Note
that the specific capacity of a well also depends
on its efficiency and effective dlameter~ so that
specific-capacity values unadjusted for these
factors provide only approximations of aquifer
productivity.

Cushman (1964~ p, 35) noted that in north-
central Connecticut~ water-bearing openings extend
to greater depths in sedimentary rocks than in
crystalline rocks and may reach depths as great as
450 feet, Conditions may be similar In the lower
Housatonic River basin~ although no supporting data
are aval]able. In the 42 domestic wells sampled~
the maximum bedrock penetration was 365 feet; the
median was 92 feet,

STREAMBED DEPOSITS:
Stream or lakebed deposits may significantly

affect the rate of induced infiltration of surface
water into an aquifer. Infiltration is induced when
pumping wells lower the water table beneath stream-
bed deposits. Where streambed deposits have high
hydraulic conductivity~ there is a potential for a
high rate of infiltration; but~ where they have low
hydraulic conductivlty~ the potential is less. Some
streambed deposits in the basin are known to have
lower hydraulic conductivity than the stratified
drift,

Description

The beds of most free-flo~ing reaches of streams
traversing stratified drift in the lower Housatonic
River basin are gravelly, Commonly cobbles and boul-
ders line channel floors, Logs of test borings indi-
cate that along the Naugatuck River the streambed
deposits consist of 5-15 feet of compact silty grave]~
cobbles~ and boulders. Along much of thls rlver~

the deposits practlcally form a cobblestone pave-
ment,    Beneath the Pomperaug River channel~ about
5 feet of 9ravel~ or sand and gravel~ overlies the
stratlfled-drift aquifer. These streambed deposits
contain less s~|t and are less compact than those
in the Naugatuck River valley~ and in many places
it is dlfficult to distinguish them from the under-
lying aquifer, Conditions along sma|ler tributaries
are more varlablew but the streambed deposits pro-
bably average 3-5 feet in thickness,

Ponded reaches of streams and much of the
l o~er HousatonTc River are underlain by fine-gralned
deposlts~ commonly including organic matter, Test
holes ~ndicate I-5 feet of mud~ silt~ and muck at
Stevenson Dam on the Housatonic River~ and pre-
sumably similar deposits lie beneath Lake Housatonlc
upstream from Derby, Borings at several bridges
that cross the Housatonlc River downstream frcm
Derby indicate that the river is underlaln by 10-30
feet of f~ne to medium sand and silt~ commonly
with layers of peat and muck, Probably the ponded
reaches of most smaller streams fn the basin are
underlaln by several feet of fine-grained deposits,

In detail~ streambed deposits of a particular
stream vary greatly--areally~ in vertical sectlon~
and seasonally, In free-flowing stream reaches~
riffles commonly alternate with slightly ponded
sections~ and the bottom is composed of a complex
network of channel deposits~ including sand bars~
gravel bars~ and mud flats, The units that are
most effective in retarding infiltration may be
thln layers of mud or vegetation on the stream
bottoms~ or one or more layers of silt or organic
matter w~thin the gravelly streambed deposits or
even within the aquifer. Accumulations of mud or
leaves that may retard infiltration during part of
the year may be swept away by later high flows.
Detailed site studies over an extended period of
time would be required to assess the significance
of all these features~ and only the gross aspects
are considered in thls study.

Vertical hydraulic conductivity

Streams in the basin are characteristically
broad and shall o~ and most infiltratlon is induced
vertlcally through the stream bottom rather than
horizontally through the sides. At the stream
gaging sites on the Naugatuck and Pomperau9 Rivers;
for example (pl. B)t at low-flow conditions stream
widths are commonly 50-60 feet and mean depths
are ½ to 2 feet, Thus~ the most significant water-
bearing characteristic of streambed deposits is
vertical hydraulic conductivlty~ which is expressed
in feet per day for a water temperature of 16°C.
Field determinations of this parameter at Beacon
Hil] Brook are based on measured streamflow losses;
others at the Pomperaug and Housatonlc Rivers are
based on field permeameter tests. These determina-
tions~ which range from 0,13 It/day to 14 ft/day~
provide a general guideline for estimating vertical
hydraulic conductivity elsewhere in the basin.

At Beacon HIll Brook~ opposite wells NA 16
and 31 (pl, A)~ the hydraulic conductivity of the
streambed is computed to be about 14 It/day
(table 18), The streambed deposits in this reach
consist of about 15 feet of sand and gravel~
cobbles~ and boulders, Streamflo~ measurements
were made at each end of a 632-foot reach of brook
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Table lB.--Vertical hydraulic conductivity of streambed deposits~ Beacon HIll Brook
as determined from measured streamflow loss

Sate

5-22-67

Combined
pumping

drate of Measure, streamflow (cfs) --

Measured gain {+
or loss (-),Qi~ of
streamflow between
upstream and do~vn-

Inq tributary(cfs) I (gpm) (it2)       (it)          (it/day)

area, A ~/ stream~ ~h ~/ of stream bed Kv ~/

(°C)

15

14

18

15

0 8.68 0,16 9,26 +0.42 +188 -- 0 --

0 4.06 .0g 3.77 - .38 -170 -- 0 --

0 .79 0 .80 + .01 + 4.5 -- 0 --

426 3,23 0 2,46 - .77 -345 8,965 8 14.2

421 2,21 ,19 2.14 .26 -I17 8~400 g 6.4

2/ Length of reach~ 632 ft.
~/ Based on c~puted drawdown at upstream and d~nstream sites and middle of reach. Transmlsslvlty~ T = 3,350 ft2/day

(see table 12). 8artier boundaries assumed effective at 400 ft north and ~00 ft south.
4/ Vertical hydraulic conductivity at 16°C under unlt hydraulic gradient Kv = 192 &iCt/~h A~ ~here thickness of streambed
- deposlts~ b’ = 15 ft~ and temperature correction factor~ Ct = 1.01 (I0-17-67) and b’

1.43 (11-9-67).

that is probably a part of the longer reach losing
water to the stratlfied-drlft aquifer when NA 16
and 31 are pumped, Measurements made prior to
pumping from the wells to determine the amount of
streamflow pickup produced inconsistent results
(table 18)~ and the gain in streamflow is probably
too small to be accurately measured, Measurements
of streamflow during pumping from the wells are sub-
ject to similar llmltatlons~ but they show signifi-
cant losses even considering a possible error of
±5 percent for each measurement. The measured loss
is considered the best one available and is used to
compute the hydraullc conductivity of the stream-
bed, The equation used in the computation (table
18) is a n~)dlfled form of Darcy~s equation and is
discussed in more detail under "Infiltration
capacity," The hydraulic conductivity computed
for November is much lower than that for October
because infiltration rates were substantially
reduced by a mat of leaves that covered the stream-
bed during the later measurements, Because leaves
are swept away by later high flm~s~ the hydraulic
conductivity computed for October (14.2 It/day) is
considered to be ~ore representative of the stream-
bed deposits and of relatively coarse and permeable
streambed deposits elsewhere in the basin.

Experiments with a field varlable-head permea-
meter along reaches of the Pomperaug River indicate
hydraullc conductivity values of several tens of
feet per day at most sites, Along thls stream~
riffles with gravelly channel floors alternate wlth
pools with sandy bottoms~ but permeable gravel pre-
dominates, Most problems associated with using the
permeameter in coarser grained sediments are related
to sample dlsturbance~ including compactlon; ohan-
nellng; and suspension followed by settling of the
flne-gralned fraction as the permeameter is driven
into the deposits, In addltion~ only the upper foot
or sllghtly more of the deposits could be tested~
and this topmost layer may be unrepresentative, The
net result of these limitations Is a computed value
that is mostly higher than actual hydraullc con-
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ductivity~ and a value of 14 It/day is judged to
be reasonable for most streambed deposits of the
Pomperaug River.

The field permeameter probably gives more
reliable results in flne-gralned deposits than in
gravel. Three measurements of vertical hydraulic
conductivity near the right bank of the Housatonic
River~ where it is impounded by Derby dam indicate
values of 0,21~ 0,38~ and 0.66 it/day (see pl, A~
SH 4~ IO and 15)~ indicating silty and organic very
fine sand~ organic fine sand~ and fine sand~
spectively. An average value of 0,4 it/day is
estimated for the lake bottom as a whole~ with the
recognition that its hydraulic conductivity may
range from half as much to twice as much in dif-
ferent places.

AMOUNT OF WATER
POTE~Y AVAILABLE

Water from wells is derived principally from
three sources: l) ground-water runoff~ 2) aquifer
storage~ and 3) induced infiltration. If with-
drawals over an extended period of time exceed the
amounts available from these sources~ discounting
any used well water returned to the local hydro-
1ogic system~ declining water levels~ and eventu-
ally~ declining well yields result.

Development of a ground-water supply can
reduce ground-water evapotranspiration over the
area of l o~ered water levels~ thus providing an
additional potential source of water to wells,
The magnitude of such reduction is dlfficult to
ascertain~ but it is probably small in this parti-
cular basin~ in comparison with amounts potentially
available from other sources. Therefore~ reduction
of ground-water evapotransplratlon is not considered
in the estimates of the amount of water potentially
available~ and therefore these estimates are con-
servative to this extent,



GROUND-WATER RUNOFF
Ground-~ater runoff varies throughout the year

in much the same pattern as total runoff. Hydro-
graphs of observation wells indicate that in most
years the water table declines steadily during a
4- to G-month period from late spring to early
autumn~ corresponding closely to the gro~ing season.
This seasonal decline; i11ustrated for the lower
Housaton{c River basin by the hydrograph for well
WY I (flg. 25)3 indicates very little net recharge
from precipitation during the gro~ing season. The
decline is accompanied by a decreasing rate of
ground-water runoff and a reduction in the amount
of ground water in storage. The decreased rate of
ground-water runoff and reduction ;n storage are
attributed largely to the seasonal demands of evapo-
transpiration. This period of declining water levels,
corresponding closely to the G-month gro~ing season~
is hereafter termed the period of no recharge.
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Figure 2~,--~onthi¥ chanqes ef water )eve] in wei|
WY 1, December I~6~-I~67.

During the remaining months of the year3 the
water table generally rises~ indicating that re-
charge from precipitation exceeds ground-water run-
off and that net ground-water storage increases.
The rate of ground-water runoff also increases
because of steeper hydraullc gradients produced by
the rls~ng water table. This period of rising water
levels is hereafter termed the recharge period.

Although the ground-water runoff rate changes
seasonallyt wel|s can pump at constant rates through-
out the year without permanently lowering the water
table as long as total pumpage (excluding pumpage
of water that is recirculated and therefore used more
than once) does not exceed annual ground-water runoff3
assuming that adequate water is availabhe from ground-
water storage, During the period of no net recharge~
all withdrawals wi11~ in effect~ be coming from
ground-water storage (excluding induced infiltration),
During a recharge period~ recharge must be sufficient
to sustain pumping rates and to replace storage water
pumped during the period of no recharge, Thus~ the
amount of water avaflable through the interception
of ground-water runoff {s determined more by the total
annual ground-water runoff and the amount available
from ground-water storage than it ~s by seasonal
fluctuations in ground-water runoff and storage.

Quantitative estimates of near minimum ground-
water runoff rates can be made for any stre#mflo~
site in the basin by utilizing the appropriate
recurrence rate curve on figure 26 In conjunction
wlth the Q2~ 7-day annual mln{mum streamflo~ values
(that is~ the |owest streamfhew during a 7-day
period that occurs on the average of once in 2
years) shown on plate B. Figure 26 is based on
anaiysls of hydrographs from three unregulated
streams with long-term streamflow records~ the
Pomperaug River and Leadmlne Brook in the l o~er
Housatonle River basin~ and Burlington Brook In
the adjacent Farmington River basin. For each
station (1ocatlons sho~n on pl. B)~ annual stream-
fi~v hydrographs for each year of record through
19G8 are used to estimate monthly ground-water
runoff rates. The rates are based on templates
derived from curves connecting the |owest da~ly
discharges for the periods of record. Probably
the monthly ground-water runoff rate closely
approximates the long-term minimum ground-water
runoff rate that can be expected on the three
streams. These monthly rates are used to con-
struct ground-water runoff frequency curves~ from
~hlch the relationshlps between ground-water runoff
recurrence rates and the Q23 7-day annual minimum
strea~flow (median 7-day annual minimum streamflo~)
are established (fig. 26). The assumption that
the Q2~ 7-day annual minimum streamflow is a mean-
~ngfui index of near minimum ground-water runoff
seems reasonable because it occurs during the
G-month period (late spring to early autumn) when
streamflo~ is largely sustained by ground-water
runoff.

Figure 26.--Relation between ~?~ 7-day streamflow
and estimated annual minimum G-month ground-
water runoff.

The Q2~ 7-day streamflow (the lowest streamflow
during a 7-day period that occurs on the average
of once ~n 2 years) is related to the estimated
annual m{nlmum G-month 9round-water runoff, The
relationship shown for selected recurrence Inter-
vals is based on long-term records at Burlington
Brook~ Leadmlne Brook~ and the Pomperaug R~ver.
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WATER FROM AQUIFER STORAGE
The amount of water that can be pumped from

aquifer storage Is equal to the product of storage
coefficient and the volume of aquifer that can be
drained during the period of pumpage. To illus-
trates 141.7 million gallons will be released from
storage ifx durlng 180 days of no recharge in a
stratlf~ed-drlft aquifer having a storage coefficient
of 0,203 the water table decllnes t foot over an area
of 1 square mile. In realitys pumplng from wells
results in coalescing cones of depression in the
water tables and it is impractlcal to determine
directly the volume of aquifer dewatered by pumping.
A more useful way of determlng yields from aquifer
storage is to ~del the aquifer and its boundarless
using the TheWs nonequilibrium equation (Thelss
1935)s and analyzing by the Image-well method,
This method is utillzed tn evaluating the potential
yield from storage of the ground-water reservoirs
in the basin. (See ~Potentlal yields of principal
ground-water reservoirs.")

INDUCED INFILTRATION
Water ~n stream channels and lake basins can

be an important source of supply to wells through
induced infiitratlon. In the lower Housaton~c
River basinx wherever productive aquifers are
hydraulically connected to perennial streams
through permeable streambed deposits~ conditions
are favorable for ~nduced infiltration~ and many
wells derive part of their yield by this means.
In some places a special effort is made to induce
infiltrat~on. In Woodbury; for example~ the Water-
town F~re Distrlct derives much of its water supply
(WY 12-16~ 18; pl, A) ~ndlrectly from the Nonewaug
RIver~ which has been diverted into a grave’l-llned
canal that passes through the well field, At
periods of low flow~ water fs released from an up-
stream reservoir, S~milarly~ In 0xford~ the Sey-
mour Water Company has ptaced lts wells (OX 2-7)
alongside the Little River and nearby artiflclal
channels, In Naugatuck the horizontal collector
of Un~Royal~ Inc, (NA 34j pl. A) is deslgned to
induce Naugatuck River water into the aquifer, The
high mineralization of water from th~s well and
others in the valley suggests that river water
adversely affected by man~s use moves into the
aquifer, At Shelton~ the 8rldgeport Hydraulic
Company placed its well fleld 40-100 feet from the
Housatonic R~ver~ and its wells~ which pumped a com-
bined total of 3~100 mi11ion gallons during 1965~
probably derive much of their supply from the river,

Induced infiltration and the factors control-
ling ]t are well known, Howeverj practical quanti-
tative means for evaluating the actual or potential
rates of infiltration in environments like that of
the basin are not well developed, As a result~
estimates are approx]mate~ and detailed slte studies
are necessary wherever more precise answers are
required. Nevertheless~ an understanding of the
factors affecting infiltration capacity combined
with a knowledge of the hydraulic conductivity and
thickness of a11uvla1 sediments (previously dis-
cussed) provide a basis for estimating optimum sup-
plies available from infiltration.

Infiltration capacity

Factors affecting induced Infiltration are
conveniently expressed by a modified form of
Darcy~s equation:

in which

O-i

K

= infiltration capaclty~ or potentlal
rate of induced infiltration at ~re-
vailing water temperature~ in ft /day
(multiplylng by 7.48 converts ft3/day
to gpd)~

= vertical hydraulic conductivity of
streambed deposits at 16°C~ under
unit vertlcai hydraulic gradlent~ In
ft/day~

Ct

Ah

= factor for converting vertlcal hydraulic
conductivity at 16°C to vertical hydrau-
Iic conductivity at prevaiiing water
temperature; dimenslonless~

= vertical hydraulic gradlent~ where

h = difference in hydraulic head between
the surface-water level and ground-
water leveI~ In feet~ and

b~= thickness of streambed deposlts~ in
feet~ and

area of stream channel bein9 infiltrated~
In square feet.

The equation indicates that the maximum infil-
tration capacity of a given reach of stream in
which Kv and b~ are constant in time~ can be real-
ized by establishlng maximum hydraulic gradient
over the full area of channel. Gradient is maximum
when the 9round-water head is at the bottom of the
streambed deposits. The difference in head is then
equal to the m~an stream depth~ d~ plus the thick-
ness of streambed deposlts~ b~, Additional ground-
water drawdowns do not increase the head gradient;
hydraulic gradient then varies only with stream
depth, Where streams are shallow compared to
streambed thickness; as in many streams in the
basin at low-flow conditions; the maximum hydraullc
gradient~ (d + b~)/b~ approaches unity. Thus 1.0
is a reasonable approximation of hydraulic gradient
where d~ b~ and the position of the ground-water
level are unknown~ but it is known or can be assumed
that d is small compared to bI and that the ground-
water level is at or bel~v the bottom of the stream-
bed deposits.

Under conditions of high flow, hydraulic
gradient can increase manyfold~ the amount depend-
ing on the amount of increase in mean stream depth.
Also durin9 high flaY; infiltration rates may
increase owing to the greater area covered by the
stream.
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Substantial variations in infiltration capaci-
ties result from seasonal changes in water tempera-
ture. The hydraulic conductivity of an aquifer is
greater if the water it contains is warm waterj
because warm water is less viscous than co]d water.
The hydraulic conductivity at any point within the
range of most stream temperatures can be determined
by a method described by Walton and Ackroyd (1966,
p. ~l).

Temperature variations of the Pomperaug River
at Southbury (gaging station 2040~ pl. B) can be
used to illustrate the resulting variations of
hydraulic conductivity. During water year 1967j
stream temperatures ranged from O°C to 26°C~ with a
daily average of 11°C. If the hydraulic conductiv-
ity of the streambed deposits is assumed to be
i3 it/day at 16°C~ the hydraulic conductivity during
that year ranged from a minimum of 8.07 it/day at
O°C to a maximum of 16.66 it/day at 26°C~ with an
average of 11.40 it/day. Thus the potential infil-
tration rate ranged from 71 percent of the average
to 146 percent of the average~ owing to temperature
changes alone. The above-average infiltration rates
resulting from warm temperature may be partly offset
by below-average area of contact and mean stream
depth during the months when temperatures are high.

Rate of flow fro~ streams to wells

The amount of water obtained from induced infil-
tration obviously cannot exceed the amount of water
in the stream channel. When the infiltration capacTty
of a reach of stream is greater than the streamflow~
pumping wells near the stream might dry up sections
of the stream. Estimated ]nfiltratlon capacity is
compared to the Q2’ 7-day annual m~nlmum streamflows
shown for most streams in the basin (pI. B~ fig. 13~
tables 1-4)~ to determine the limltat]ons~ if any~
that the amount of streamflow imposes upon the amounts
obtainable through induced infiltration.

The amount of water available from induced infil-
tration may be ilmlted by the ability of the aquifer
to transmit water to wells. Surface water that infil-
trates the aquifer flows toward wells at a rate con-
trolled by aquifer transmissivity~ hydraulic gradient,
and length of the flow path. Where the flow rate
toward the well is less than the inflitratlon capacity
of the streambed deposits or less than the available
streamflow~ the rate of Induced inflitratlon is
limited. This limitation can be reduced by placing
wells near the rlver~ thereby steepening the hydraulic
gradient.

Increased Infiltration resulting from warm sur-
face water may be offset in part by the modifying
effects of cool water in the aquifer. The warm
water will be cooled as it mixes with the ground
water~ and even if it remains warmer than the
ground water~ tt cannot move more rapidly toward the
wells despite its lower viscosity until the cool
water ahead of it in the aquifer is displaced.

PREDICTING YIELDS OF SCREENED WELLS
Carefully planned and executed pumping tests

provide the most reliable quantitative information
on both aquifer characteristics and potential yield
of wells. However, some preliminary estimates of
yleld from wells screened in the stratified drift
can be made by using the series of graphs on fig-
ures 28-32 in conjunction with estimates of trans-
missivity and aquifer thickness.
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Figure 28,--Orawdown in a pumpin9 well
well dlscharqe and transmissivity.

related to

Figure 28 relates well discharge and drawdown
for various aquifer transmlssivities for a given
set of conditions. The values used to construct
the curves on figure 28 are based on the Theis
nonequilibrium formula (Theisj 1935, p. 520),
which incorporates several simplifying assumptions.
These assumptions are seldom realized in practice~
and therefore corrections are required for drawdown
resulting from dewatering of the aquifer~ for the
effects of partial penetration (30 percent pene-
tration Is assumed), and for well efficiency (90
percent efficiency is assumed). For purposes of
analysis the yield of the well is considered to
be the constant rate at which it can be pumped
continuously for 6 n)onths (180 days) with no aqul-
fer recharge (either from precipitation or induced
infiltration of streamflow) and still not draw the
pumping level below I foot above the top of the
screen. The total drawdown with the pumping level
at this position is considered the maximum avail-
able drawdown.

- MAXIMUM
AVAILABLE

i
ORAWDOWN : b.(b(=,l)                 ~

AQUIFER THICKNESS b,IN FEET

Figure 29.--Maximum available drawdown related to
aquifer thickness in wells screened in lower
~0 percent of the aquifer.

Maximum available drawdown is the total avail-
able drawdown with the pumping level I foot
above the top of the screen; this value can be
used in predicting maximum well yield.



Transmissivlty and aquifer thickness can be
estimated from plate C. Once aquifer thickness is
known~ maximum available drawdown for a well open to
the bottom 30 percent of the aquifer can be deter-
mined from flgure 29. The well yield can then be
determined directly from the appropriate transmls-
sivity curve on figure 28~ provided that the condi-
tions listed are met. Each curve on figure 28 is
a smooth line drawn through segments of a closely
spaced family of curves representing various values
of aquifer thickness. The error resulting fro~
this smoothing procedure may be as much as 10 per-
cent; generally it is much less,

In practlce~ field conditions commonly differ
from the assumed ones. Yield will be higher than
indicated on figure 28 if fleld conditions differ
from the assumed conditions in the foll owlng ways:
(1) well efficiency is greater than 90 percent~
(2) well radius is larger than 0.5 foot~ (3) per-
centage of aquifer screened is greater than 30
percent~ (4) tln~ of pumping is shorter than 180
days~ (5) recharge~ including induced inflltrationj
occurs~ (6) storage coefficient is greater than 0,2~
and (7) the ratio of vertlcal to horizontal hydraulic
conductivity is greater than 1/10 (O.10).

Yield will be lower than indicated on figure
28 if field conditions diverge from assumed ones in
the opposite directions from those listed above.
In addltlonj yleld may be lower because of the
effects of nearby pumping wells or of barrier bound-
aries, However~ either of these effects can be
taken into account by using figure 30 which gives
the drawdown in a well discharging 100 9pm when a
second well~ also d~scharglng at 100 gpm~ is located
at the indicated distance from the first we11, The
figure shows drawdown as a function of transmis-
sivity and distance to the second we11, When a
single well is pumping I00 gpm~ the drawdown result-
ing from the effect of a single impermeable boundary
Is determined by reading the distance from the
pumping well to the boundary on the horfzontal scale
in the same figure and doubling it, In either cas%
the drawdown of the water table caused by a pumping
rate different from 1OO gpm can readily be determined
from the equation shown with the curves.

The drawdo~vn indicated on figure 30 is for an
artesian aquifer. For a water-table aquifer~ where
the drawdown of the water table is a substantial
proportion of the saturated thickness~ correction for
dewatering must be made~ using figure 31. The actual
drawdown of the water table~ corrected for dewaterlng~
is determined by subtracting the adjusted drawdown
from the maximum available drawdo~n. The corrected
value can be used on figure 28 to estlmate the yield
of the wet1.

Fiqure ~O,--Drawd~n in a well discharginq at 100
gpm in an artesian aguifer~ at selected d~s-
tances from a second well pumpinq at the same
rate; or in a pumplnq well located one half the
Indicated distance from a sinqle barrier bound-
aryi for selected values of transmisslvity.

The curves and equation shown can be used to
estimate drawdown in an artesian aquifer
resultln9 from pumping at any discharge rate.

Figure 31.--Drawdown in a water-table aquifer re-
lated to drawdown In an artesian aquifer of the
same thickness.

Drawdown in a water-table aquifer is larger
than that in an artesian aquifer of the same
thickness,

The theoretical effects of wll radius and per-
centage of aquifer screened on well yield are Illus-
trated on figure 32. The common practice in the
basin is to screen the lower 25 percent of the aqui-
fer (fig. 27). Use of a longer well screen decreases
the maximum permissible drawdown~ if the limit used
In thls report (1 foot above the top of the screen)
is appIIed~ but also decreases the head losses due
to partial penetration.    Up to a screened ratio of
about ~0 percent of the aquifer~ the decreased
partial penetration losses are more than sufficient
to offset the lower operating drawdown~ resulting in
a higher well yield, At greater screened ratios the

decrease in available operating drawdown off-
sets the lower partial penetration losses~ and well
yield begins to decrease. On the other hand~ if
the operating drawdown is not restricted to the
top of the screen~ increasing the screen length
should produce corresponding increases in yield,
The assumption is made~ of oourse~ that the aquifer
is homogeneous and the length of well screen can
be arbitrarily increased~ a situation that is un-
common, The curves on figure 32 also show that
doubllng the well radius from 0.5 foot to 1.0
foot Increases the yield by about 10 percent.
Yield values determined from figure 28~ applicable
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Theoretical maximum yields are obtained by
screening about 40 percent of the aquifer.

to a well screened in 30 percent of the aquifer and
with O.5-foot radlu% can be adjusted for a differ-
ent percentage of aquifer screened and (or) a well
radius of 1.0 foot by multiplying the yield by the
appropriate percentage on the vertical scale of
figure 32.

Example of method
If aquifer thickness is 80 feet. maximum draw-

down for a well screened in 30 percent of it is 56
feet (fig. 29). Assuming no interference from pump-
Ing wells o~ barrier boundaries, and a transmi~slvlty
of 6~700 ftL/day~ maximum yield of a proposed well
0.5 foot in radius is about 440 gpm (fig. 28).

Suppose~ however~ that another well situated
GO0 feet from the proposed well is pumping at 100
gpm. At this distance~ it would theoretically
cause a drawdown at the proposed well site of 0.8
foot in an arteslan aquifer (from fig. 30). If
the distant well is pumping at a higher rate~ say
450 gp% drawdown at the site of the proposed well
is Increased to 0.8 x 450/100~ or 3.6 feet (from
equation on fig. 30). Figure 3] shows that the
adjustment for aquifer dewatering is negligible.
Subtracting 3.6 ft from the available drawdown of
56 ft leaves 52.4 ft of drawdown available. With
this available drawdown~a yield of about 410 gpm can
be expected from the proposed well (from fig, 28).

Suppose further that a valley wall 800 feet
from the proposed well site acts as a barrier
boundary. The effect of this boundary would be
to increase the drawdovtn 0.5 ft if the proposed
well were pumped at ]00 9pm (from fig. 30~ using
distance = 2 x 800 = 13600 ft). However~ the
proposed pumping rate is 410 gpm3 and the boundary
effect thus increases drawdown by 0.5 x 410/100 =
2.0 ft (equatlon~ fig. 30). This value is added
to the drawdown caused by the nearby pumping well
to obtain a combined drawdown of 5.6 ft at the pfo-
posed well site. Adjusting for water-table condi-
tions gives a value of 6.0 ft (from fi9. 31). Sub-
tracting 6.0 ft from the maximum available drawdown
of 56 ft gives 50 ft for available drawdo~n. A
yield of about 400 gpm can be obtained with this
drawdown (from fig. 28).

Assume that it is feasible to screen 35 percent
of the aquifer and to use a well radius of 1.0 ft.
The yield of 400 gpm is multiplied by 1.12 (from flg.
32) to get a final estimated well yield of 4L~8 gpm.

Note that the final estimate of 448 gpm is a
readjustment that attempts to offset the deeper
drawdown resulting from boundary effects. The
boundary effects on drawdown can be redetermined
several times and the yield readjusted accordingly.
In addition~ the nearby pumping well may also be
affected by the boundary~ and~ if so~ its effect
on the drawdown at the proposed well site would be
greater than that determined from figure 30. How-
ever; the method presented is designed only for a
preliminary estimate of yield3 and detailed refine-
merits are probably not justified, When hydrologic
and geologic conditions are complex~ such as in
areas of multiple boundarles~ including streams
acting as recharge boundaries~ and several actively
pumping wells~ and wide range in aquifer transmls-
sivity and thlckness~ reliable estimates of yield
can only be obtained from more complex model systems
or from actual field testing.

POTENTIAL YIELDS OF PRINCIPAL
GROUND-WATER RESERVOIRS

Stratified drift in segments of the valleys
of the Pomperaug~ Naugatuck~ and Housatonlc Rivers
is particularly favorable for the development of
large ground-water supplies. Fourteen favorable
areas~ ter~d principal ground-water reservoirs~
are selected for analysis of the potential yields
that might be developed from well fie|ds. These
are outlined on plate C and are shown as simpli-
fied models on figure 33. Details of reservoir
characteristics and yield data are shown in table
19.

The 14 ground-water reservoirs are selected
on the basis of the following criteria:

(I) Maximum transmlssivlty of the stratified-
drift aquifer i~ the reservoir is at
least 27~000 ft /day~ and average trans-
missivit~ was determined tO be at least
4~000 ftZ/day.

(2) Maximum aquifer thickness is at ~east 80
feet.

(3)

(4)

The aquifer is suitable for the installa-
tion and u~e of screened wells.

streams capable of suppIylng water for
induced infiltration.

The analysis shows that all the ground-water
reservoirs have a potential ~ield greater than 1
mgd. No other areas met a11 the above criteria
and~ although there may be other areas in the basin
where l mgd can be developed~ such development
would probably require careful management of closely
spaced wells of l ov~ yield. The potential yield of
any ground-water reservoir is determined in part
by restrictions on the amount of induced infiltra-
tion of streamflow permitted~ and therefore the
pumping capacity of the 14 reservoirs may be less
than the computed yield.

In each favorable area an estimate is made of
the maximum pumping rate that can be sustained
without causing drawdown in excess of the maximum
available drawdown in the center of the area.
Estimates are made for two hydrologically signi-
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Figure ~.--t~dels of princlpal ground-water reservoirs showinq location of hypothetical pumplnq-we11 array.

Principal ground-water reservoirs occur in the valleys of the Pomperaug River (areas A~ B), Housa-
tonic River (areas C-F)~ and the Naugatuck River (areas G-P). Estimates oF yields can be determined
mathematically by Idealizing the distribution oF trnasmissivity and positions oF barrier and recharge
boundaries.
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Table 19.--Potential yields of principal ground-water reservoirs

ficant periods of a year: a 180-day period without
ground-water recharge~ and a period of approximately
equal length with ground-water recharge. These
estimates take into account the arm~unts of water
available from aquifer storage3 induced infiltration
of streamflow3 and ground-water runoff¯

The procedure for determining ground-water run-
off is contained in the section titled "Ground-water
runoff." Annual minimum values of ground-water run-
off for 2-year and 10-year recurrence intervals are
given in table 19 (columns II and 12): the value
that is selected as potentially available depends
upon how restrictive are the l’imitations set for
intercepting ground-water runoff as part of the
water-management scheme.

The procedures for determining induced infiltra-
tion are contained in the sections titled ’Unduced
infiltration" and "Rate of flo~ from streams to
wells," In the estimates of potential yields~ it is
assumed desirable to restrlct the quantity of induced
streamflow infiltration so as to eliminate or reduce
the number of times a stream will go dry. Aocordingly~
annual minimum values of 7-day streamflow for 2-year
and IO-year recurrence intervals are given in table
19 (columns 21 and 22): the value that ls selected
as potentially available for induced infiltration
depends upon the limitations set on depletion of
streamflow,

The procedures for determining the quantities
of water potentially available from aquifer storage
are contained in the section titled "Water from
aquifer storage."

The procedures for estimating the proportion
of potentially available water that can be with-
drawn on a long-term basis are the same as those
discussed in the section "Predicting yields from
screened wells." To simplify the analyses~ the
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14 favorable areas are idealized as rectangles ~n
which the hydraulic boundaries (valley walls and
streams) are straight lines and the transmlssivity
and storage coefficient within the boundaries are
averaged.

During periods of no recharge~ available
ground water is considered to be derived entirely
from induced infiltration and aquifer storage:
the rate at which water can be withdrawn from a
ground-water reservoir during periods of no re-
charge and wlth a stream assumed to act as a fully
penetrating recharge boundary is herein termed
aquifer capacity (table 193 col, lO). Under
natural conditions3 ground-water runoff is derived
from storage during periods of no recharge. Water
that can be induced from streams is limited either
by infiltration capacity (table 19~ col. 20) or
streamflow (col. 21), whichever is smaller, in
the anaIysis~ the Q2~ 7-day annual minimum stream-
flo~ was used as th~ low-flow parameter.

In those reservoirs where streamflow is
smaller than infiltration capacity (fig. 34, part
A3 box I)~ pumpage will inltlally be derived from
storage3 but ultimately it will be derived ~stly
from induced infiltration. Streamflow will be
reduced accordingly, in determining potential
reservoir yield3 Q2~ 7-day streamflow (table 19~
col. 21) is compared to aquifer capacity (table
193 col, 10)3 and the smaller of the two is the
potential yield during 180 days of no recharge.
In seven of the eight reservoirs analyzed (fig.
34~ part A~ box l)~ the potential yield is limited
by the aquifer capacity; only in the Pomperaug
reservoir is the potential yield limited to the
low streamflow rate.

During periods of no recharge (fig. 343 part
A) and where infiltration capacity is smaller than
streamflow (fig. 343 part A~ box 2)~ the potential
yield of an aquifer is taken as equal to aquifer
capacity or to the sum of infiltration capacity



PART A PART B

YIELn CURINB THE PERIOD OF NO R~CHAREE ( E4 ) Y~ELD OURINB.THE RECHARSE PERIOD

I, STREAMFLOW(BI) SMALLER THAN INFILTRATION
CAPACITY (20 i

RESERVOIRS A, BmBJ H~J~LJ N, P

STREAMFLOW
~: :YI£’LD

AQUIFER CAPACITY

~NFIL TRATION CAPACITY (20) SMALLER THAN
ETREAMFLOW (SI )

~NF~LTRATION CAPACITY ~20) ~ (~ : YI£ L D
I

NOTE,

FISURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE COLUMN NUMBER, TABLE 19

WHERE A CHOICE IS AVAILABLE (INDICATEO BY "OR")~ ALWAYE CHOOSE THE BMALi, ER VALUe,

figure 34.--Steps used to determine potential yield of ground--~ater reservoirs.

For most reservolrs~ potentla] yield during periods of no recharge equals aqui-
fer capacity~ and for all reservoirs potential yield during recharge periods
equals ground-water runoff plus aquifer capacity.

and yield from aquifer storage (table 19~ col. 8) or
to the sum of infiltration capacity and ground-water
runoff (table 19j col. 11)~ whichever is smaller,
In the six ground=water reservoirs analyzed (flg. 34j
part A3 box 2)~ available storage is equal to or
greater than ground-water runoff (table 193 col. 11)3
and withdrawals frc(n storage are thus Iimlted to
ground-water runoff. Ho~ever~ in each ease3 the
aquifer capacity is less than the sum of the infil-
tration capacity (table 19~ cold 20) and aquifer
storage (table 193 col, 8)3 and the potential y{eld
of these reservoirs during periods of no recharge is
equal to the aquifer capacity (table 193 col, 10).

During the rechar9e period (fig, 34~ part B)~
reservoir yield is taken arbitrarily as equal to the
sum of aquifer capacity and ground-water runoff,
Although the ground-water runoff during this period
(table 19t col, I1) is considerably greater than
the average rate for the year3 some of the recharge
that would have become ground-water runoff under
natural conditions goes Into replenishing aquifer

storage depleted by pumping during the period of
no recharge. Replenishment of storage during
ground-water recharge periods enables pumping to
continue at the aquifer-capacity rate during suc-
ceeding periods of no recharge without eventually
overpumplng the reservoir. In the Pomperaug
ground-water reservoir3 well yields during periods
of no recharge are limited by the low streamflo~
rather than by aquifer capacity. Therefore3 for
the recharge per~od~ ~t is assumed that streamflow
increases enough to exceed the sum of aquifer
capacity and ground-water runoff3 and that pumping
an amount ~qual to this sum wil1~ therefore; not
deplete the stream excessively.

Comparison of potential reservoir yields with
the actual withdrawals (table 19~ col. 24-26) indi-
cates that only in the Southbury~ Housatonlc3
Shelton-Derby3 and Naugatuok Reservoirs does pump-
age total even half the potential reservoir yields,
The other 10 reservoirs remained practically un-
tapped as late as 1967.
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Table 20,--Source and significance of some of the chemical and physical properties of water in the 6asin
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EXPLANATION

/

Fiqure ~5,--Chemical quality of precipitation.

Hap shows weighted concentrations of: f:our constituents and pH
at five sites sampled monthly frcm April to December 1966.
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QUALITY OF WATER

As water moves through different environments
Its chemical composTtion and physical character
change. Precipitation dissolves and washes mate-
rial from the atmosphere and carries it to the land
surface. Generally the dlssolved-soiids content of
precipitation is very lowj but occasionally it may
be high owing to impurities in the atmosphere.
Water that falls on the basin flows over the land
surface and Is further modified chemically as it
comes in contact with mineraIj plant~ and animal
matter. Products of reactions resulting from these
contacts are carried away to streams in solution or
suspension. Reaction rates at the surface are gen-
erally slow and the dissolved-solids content of
overland fl~ is lower than that of the average
stream. A significant quantity of water also
reaches streams by percolating to the saturated
zone and moving ]atera||y below the surface as
ground water. This water dissolves solutes from
earth materials~ increasing its dlssolved-so]ids
content~ as it moves slow]y toward nearby streams.

Natural differences in chemical quality of
water may be masked where man has substantially af-
fected the environment. The greatest contrasts in
water quality in the lower Housatonlc River basin
are between the rural~ undeveloped areas and the
urban-lndustrlal ones. Most water in rural~ unde-
veloped areas is under near natural conditions and
Is of good to excellent quality. Water in highly

developed areas may be poor in quality and it is
more varlablet depending upon the type and degree

The chemical analyses forming the basis for
this study have been published in reports 1|sted
in the companion basic-data report (Grossman and
Wilson~ 1970~ p. 6). Sampling sites specifically
referred to in this report are shown on plate B
(surface water) and plate A (ground water); detail-
ed locations of all sampling sites are shown in
the companion basic-data report (Grossman and
Wilson~ 1970, p1. A). The source and significance
of the chemical constituents in water are summarized
in table 20 of this report. The chemical data and
subsequent evaluatlon are limited to inorganic pro-
perties determined from water samples collected in
the study area.

PRECIPITATION
Constituents derived from the atmosphere may

be a substantial proportion of the dissolved
solids carried by natural streams in the lower
Housatonic River basin at high flow. Precipita-
tion samples were collected monthly at five sta-
tions in the basin during a 9-month period in
1966. The analyses of calcium~ sodium~ chloride~
sulfate, and pH in the rain water and dry fallout
composites (fig. 35) are precipitation-weighted

Table 21.--Chemical and physical quality of preclpitation~ streams~ and ground water

(Chemical constituents in milligrams per liter)



mean concentrations that have also been weighted
for the area covered by each station by using
the Thiessen net (Fisher~ 1968~ p. M4). Compar-
ing the analyses of precipitation with those
from streams under natural conditions (table 21)
shows that a sizeable part of the dissolved
solids in natural streams during periods of high
flo~ has been contributed by the atmosphere.

The quality of precipitation in the lower
Housatonic River basin cannot be attributed to
any dominant storm during the period of record
but rather reflects local conditions (fiB. 35).
Storms passing over the industrialized cities of
Brldgeport~ Danbury~ Naugatuck~ New Haven~
Thomaston~ Torrlngton~ and Waterbury pick up
significant quantities of gaseous and particulate
impurities from fumes and smoke and return them
to the land surface in precipitation or fallout.

Sulfate is the dominant anion in precipita-
tion (figs. 35 and 36). Although sulfur-bearlng
fuels burned within the study area undoubtedly
contribute major amounts of this anion~ addition-
al sulfate is derived from other industrial and
metropolitan complexes encircling the basin.

Rainfall on much of the study area is dis-
tinctly acldlc~ probably owing to sulfur oxides
and hydrogen sulfide in the atmosphere. Atmo-
spheric water absorbs carbon dioxide until
equilibrium is reached at a pH of 5.7 (Barrett
and 8rodln3,1955~ p. 252). A pH of 5.7 is re-
garded as the neutral point with respect to
acidity of atmospheric water solutions.

Although the amount of particulate matter
carried Into the basin by a single storm is small~
the cumulative effect is significant. Values for
the load of calclum~ sodlum~ chloride~ and sul-
fate that entered the basin during the 9-month
sampling period are shown on figure 36. Of
these~ sulfate predominated in all months. Sep-
tember had the heaviest rainfall during the
sampling period~ and all constituents except
calcium peaked in that month. The maximum chlo-
ride load~ 0.75 ton per square mile~ was in
Septembert when storms were oceanic; lesser
amounts of chloride~ usually less than O.18 ton
per square mile~ were deposited during each of
the other surlier months, when storms were con-
tinental.

SURFACE WATER AND GROUND WATER
NATURAL CONDITIONS

Despite the materials carried in precipita-
tion~ the quality of water in rural~ undeveloped
areas is largely unaffected by man~s activities:
Samples of surface water and ground water were
collected at 82 sites in areas where water quali-
ty was considered to reflect near-natural con-
ditions. The analyses~ summarized in table 213
Indicate by the low dlssolved-sollds concentra-
tion that the chemical quality of these waters
for most uses is good to excellent. However~ as
discussed on pages 50-51, water in many parts
of the basin may contain chemical constituents~
such as iron and manganese~ or may have proper-
tles~ such as color or hardness~ that adversely
affect its suitability for use.

The dissolved-solids concentration of direct
runoff is not much higher than that of precipitation
and is generally lower than that of ground-water
runoff. Therefore~ the dissolved-solids concen-
tration of streamfl~ at high flows~ which consists
chiefly of dlrect runoff~ is lower that that of
streamflow at low flows which consists largely of
ground-water runoff (table 21). However~ the load
of dissolved solids carrled by streams during high
flows is greater than during periods of low flow.
The quality of stream water at low flows closely
resembles that of ground water.
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Figure ~6.--Seasonal changes In four constituents
of precipitation~ April-December~ 1966.
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Figure 37.--Qua1ity of naturally occurring water in streams and aquifers.



Fiflure 38.--Dissolved-solids concentration and discharqe of Pomperaufl River at Southbury 1960-61.

Specific conductance~ a measure of dissolved-solids concentration,
was measured once daily during period of record.

1966                                                                     196~
Fl.qure 39.--Range of dissolved-solids concentrations (based on measurements of specific conductance) of

Pomperaug River at Southbury and Hall hleadow Brook near Drakevil le~ water year 1967.

The relatively lov~ dissolved-solids concentrations and sma]] range of daily flow duration indicate
that the quality of v~ater in these streams v~as relatively unaffected by man% activities.
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Two-thlrds to three-fourths of the dissolved-
solids concentration of water in the basin consists
of calcium) magneslum~ sodium~ bicarbonate and sul-
fate. The reIative proportions of these dominant
constituents show that water In the basin Is gener-
aIIy o3e the calcium magnesium bicarbonate type
(flg. 37). Silica is about IO percent of the dis-
solved solids in streams at high flow and ]3 per-
cent at low flow. It cc~nposes about ]5 percent of
the dissolved solids in ground water. The increase
in silica content in streams at l~v flow ref]ects
the relatively hlgh proportion of ground-water runoff
in streamflo~v under low-flow conditions.

The chemlcal characteristics of Pomperaug River
and Ha~l Meadow Brook are typical of streams in the
lower Housatonlc River basin in which the chemical
quality of water is largely natural. These two
streams~ like streams throughout the basln~ drain
areas underlain principally by highly siliceous
unconsolidated sediments and bedrock that are
relatively Insoluble in water. Consequently~ dis-
solved-solids concentrations~ as indicated by
specific conductance~are genera|Iy low and vary
inversely with streamflow (fig. 38). During the
spring high-flow period~ the sulfate ion predom-
inates over the bicarbonate ion (fig. 37) as a re-
sult of the flushing of the sulfur salts in pre-
cipitation and of dry fallout that has accumulated
in the soil and rock openings.

The range between maximum and minimum dissolved-
solids concentration for both streams) as Interpreted
from daily specific conductances is sma]l~ except
for times of storm runoff (fig, 39). The small range
and low dissolved-solids concentration indicate that
both streams are largely unaffected by inorganic con-
taminants.

The Pomperaug River has a higher base level of
dissolved-sollds concentration than Hall Meadow Brook
(see flg. hO), probably because the ground-water
component of runoff from the sedlmentary-vo]canlc
aquifer in the lower part of the Pomperau9 River
subbasln is more highly mineralized than ground-water
runoff from crystalline rocks in the remainder of the
lower Housatonlc River basin.

Figure 40.=-Ranqe in concentrations of selected con-
stituents in samples of natural water from streams
In the Naugatuck and Pomperau9 River basins.

in the streams of the Naugatuck basin Is probably
derived from the decay of aquatic plants and leaves
and is flushed mainly from swamps.

Water of the Pomperaug River and Hall Meadow
Brook under natural conditions is soft~ low in sul-
fate and chloride concentratlons~ and close to
neutral wlth respect to acidity (flg. 40). Median
iron concentrations are below 0.3 mg/] (recommended
upper limit for drinking water as prescribed by the
U.S. Public Health Servlce~ 1962)~ but iron concen-
trations vary widely and at times exceed this
recommended limit. The chemical characteristics of
water in these two streams are representative of
streams under natural conditions throughout the
Pomperaug and Naugatuck River baslns~ as indicated
by the siml]arity in the medians and ranges of con-
centrations shown in the upper and lower parts of
figure 40. Thus~ the two sltes~ Pomperaug River at
Southbury and Hall Meadov~ Brook near Drakeville) can
serve as indices of natural quality in their respec-
tive regions.

Water from streams in the Naugatuck basin is
much higher in iron concentration than water from
the Pomperaug basin (fig. 40). Ground water in
both basins is low in iron concentration (fig.
with a maximum of 0.6 mg/l in the Pomperau9 system
and 0.5 mg/l in the Naugatuck system. Most iron

EXPLANATION

FIqure 41.=-Range in concentrations of selected
chemical constituents in samples of natural
water from wells in the Naugatuck and Pomperau9
River basins.
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EXPLANATION

Fl9ure ~2.--Hardness of water In the basin.
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E X P L A N A T I ON

Fiflure 4~.--Iron andmanqanese concentrations in water.
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Table 22,--Comparison of calcium sulfate and calclum bicarbonate waters in the basin

(All values except number of samples are median values.)

(permanent) Spec/fic
Bicarbonate Hardness hardness conductance

(as carbonate) Sulfate as CaCO as CaCO3
(micromhos’

Type of water (percent) (percent) (mg/I)3 (mg/1) .at 25°C)

Calcium-sulfate
(16 samples) 14 27 45 22 135

Calcium-bicarbonate
(23 samples) 38 14 78 4 215

pH

6.8

7.5

The analyses of water from wells tapping the Hardness as Hardness
principal aquifers in the two basins (flg. 41) are CaCO3 (mg/l) description
considered to represent the natural ground-water
quality throughout the lower Housatoni¢ River basin. 0 - 60 Soft
Ground rater throughout the study area s~rlnc -
pally of the~c01cium,~magnes~um~bicarbonate]ty~e
(fl~: 37)3 ~l~Ltb65~h l£>~ve]Js ~ampled yielded water 61 - 120

of the!¢~m sulfate type. O~the 16 wells yield-
~’~ calcium su1-~a~e--~pe water~ 5 ka~ stratified
drlft~ 4 tap tlll~ and 7 tap bedrock. The uncon-
solidated aquifers m~y be yielding some water that 121 - 180 Hard
has passed through bedrock and i% therefore~ some-
what similar to water from bedrock. The Stiff-type
diagrams (fig. 37) for water of the calcium sulfate
type are skewed to the upper left and l~qer right. Very hard
Such water ~as a lower pH and a higher noncarbonate
hardness (table 22) than the dominant water of the
calcium bicarbonate type.

The chemical quality of 30 lakes~ ponds3 and
reservoirs~ summarized in table 23~ is generally
excellent and Is largely unaffected by man’s activ-
ities. The median dissolved-solids concentration ~s
60 mg/l~ median hardness is 32 mg/l~ and most waters
are slightly acidic.

The quality of lakes~ pondst and reservoirs Is
also ~asured by nutrient balancet dissolved-oxygen
concentrationt and thermal gradients. In the lower
Housatonic River basln~ studies of the chemical
characteristics and limnology of Lake Zoar (plate B)
have been made by the Connecticut Water Resources
Commission and the State Board of Fisheries and
Game. A detailed study on the nutrient balance of
the lake by the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment
Station at New Haven was under way In 1967.

Hardness

Hardness is a property of water that determines
the quantity of soap required to produce a lather
and is expressed as calcium carbonate (CaC03). (See
table 20.) In thls report~ unless othe~is~ noted~
hardness refers to carbonate hardness~ commonly
called temporary hardness. The familiar terms
"hard water" and "soft water" are Imprecise and not
equally weighted by all authorities. The following
classification Is used by the U.S. Geological Survey:

Suitability

Suitable for many uses
without softening.

Moderately Usable without soften-
hard in9 except in some

industries.

Softening required for
laundries and som~
other industries.

181 or more Softening required for
most purposes.

Table 23.--Chemical and physical quality of lakes~
ponds~ and reservoirs

(Chemical constituents in milligrams per liter)

6.8 4.3 ~ 7.5

5 3 - 20
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Water having a hardness of more than 120 mg/l is com-
monly softened for household use. Softening of
municipal supplies is costlys but is generally
advantageous if the hardness cannot be reduced to
about 120 mg/l by dilution with softer water from
other sources. The problem of hard water and use of
water softeners has been fully described by Wilke
and Hutcheson (1962).

Stream water throughout the basin is commonly
soft (table 21)s and~ although ground water is
typically harders it is generally below 120 mg/l.
Samples from 60 wells were analyzed for hardness;
of theses 60 percent were softs 33 percent moderately
hard~ and 5 percent hard. Water from stratified
drift and till is commonly softer than water from
bedrock.

Natural water that is n~derately hard to hard
is concentrated largely in three areas (fig. 42)
based on analyses from 214 sampling sites reflecting
either natural or man-affected ground and surface
water. Bedrock units throughout the basin contain
scattered ]imey lenses or concentrations of calcium
silicate mineralss and these coincide in a general
way with the patterned areas sh~n on figure 42.
Water in these areas may be hard enough to be trouble-
some for some uses. Analyses of moderately hard to
hard water are illustrated on figure 37 by the Stiff-
type diagrams~ which are characteristically enlarged~
or "winged’~s along the calcium magnesium bicarbonate
axis.

Water from the Housatonic River and nearby wells
is harder than that from the streams in the basin as
a whole, The hardness associated wlth the Housatonic
River (stippled patterns fig. 42) is the result of
geologic conditions upstream from the report area.
A part of the Housatonic River and many of its tri-
butaries in western Massachusetts and northwestern
Connecticut flow through extensive areas of carbonate-
crystalline bedrock (mainly marble) and glacial sedi-
ments derived from it. Cervione and others (1972s
p. 24~ table 15) report that natural streams in the
upper Housatonlc River basin during low-flow condi-
tions had a hardness ranging from 56 to 188 mg/ls
with a median value of ll2 mg/l for seven analyses.
In the report areas Housatonlc River water at
Stevenson had a hardness ranging from 64 to 165 mg/l~
with a median of 120 mg/l for 21 samples. The
values for natural streams at low flow throughout
the report area (table 21) had a median of 37 mg/l.

Thus the hardness characteristics of the Housa-
tonic River and well water obtained from it through
induced infiltration reflect upstream rather than
local conditionss at least as far south as its
confluence with the Naugatuck River.

the dissolved solids in the basins buts because of
their special characteristicsx iron and manganese
in concentrations of 0.3 mg/| and 0.05 mg/l or mores
respectivelys are objectionable for domestic uses
(table 20). Even concentrations of iron and man-
ganese less than 0,3 mg/l and 0.05 mg/ls respectlvelys
can cause staining problems for the consumer with
continued heavy water usage over a long time period,
Iron concentrations as low as 0.2 mg/l may produce
undesirable effects particularly if appreciable
manganese is also dissolved in water. Manganese
resembles iron in its general behavior; because
manganese is commonly associated with irons its
effects may be masked by those of iron.

Iron and manganese concentrations are exces-
sive in streams and aquifers in many parts of the
baslnj as shown on figure 43. Chemical analyses
of 49 raw water sources from selected public-supply
systems (table 29) show 9 contained excess ire iron
concentrations and 32 had excessive manganese con-
centrations,

Many streams in the lower Housatonic River
basin that drain swamps contain objectionable
concentrations of dissolved iron during high flow.
Swamp vegetation assimilates iron during growth~
and subsequent decay releases it to swamp water;
evaporation concentrates the Ironj ands during
perlods of heavy ralnfall~ the discharge from swamps
carries large quantities of accumulated iron and
also~ presumably~ organic matters downstream,
Table 2] indicates that the median iron concentra-
tion at 22 stream sites was 0,12 mg/l during a
period of low flow in August ]965s compared with
a median value of 0,32 mg/l during a period of high
flow in March 1966. 0nly 27 percent of the low-flow
samples contained 0,3 mg/l or more ira% whereas
59 percent of the high-flow samples contained 0,3
mg/l or more iron, The higher median concentration
of Iron and higher percentage of samples containing
objectionable quantities of iron in 1966 are pro-
bably due to the flushing of swamp areas during the
spring thaw and periods of heavy precipitation,

Fiqure 44.--Daily iron concentration in the Pomperauq River at Southbury, 1961 water year,

Iron concentration was 0.3 mg/l or greater 6 percent of the times and 0,2 mg/l or greater 22 percent of the time.
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iow flow In streams that receive ground water from
Iron-bearing aquifers, Examples In the lower Housa-
tonic River basin Include the pomperaug River and
lali Headow Brook~ as shown on figure 43, Excesslve
concentrations along the Naugatuck River are dls-
cussed in a subsequent section titled "Surface-Water
Contaminatlon."

Daily iron concentrations in the Pomperaug
River at Southbury (fig. 44) vary widely but~ like
dissolved solids (fig, 38)~ are generally highest
during periods of |ow streamflow and lowest during
periods of high streamflo~, During the 1961 water
year~ water samples had iron concentrations of at
least 0,3 mg/1 about 6 percent of the time~ and of
at least 0,2 mg/I 22 percent of the time. Flushing
of swamps in the watershed probably accounts for the
hlgh concentrations during February and June, Iron
concentrations exceeding 0,2 mg/I during the remain-
der of the sunxner-fall period probab|y resulted from
ground-water discharge to the river,

Iron and manganese accumulate in the bottom
material of lakes and ponds in the basin. During
ear]y stages of turnover these two constituents
redissolve and circulate upward~ remaining temporar-
ily in solution until oxidation and precipitation
transfer them downward again. Thus~ these lakes and
ponds intermittently discharge the iron and mangan-
ese to streams fed by them, This condition may
account for the high concentrations of 0.66 mg/i
iron and 0.28 mg/1 manganese in water from the out-
flow of S~ymour Reservoir No. 4 in September 1966.

Aquifers in the basin that are uncontaminated
by wastes commonly yield clear water containing
little or no iron or manganese. The percentage of
weils sampied whose water contained iron or mangan-
ese at least equal to the limits recommended by the
U,S, Public Health Service for drinking water is
Indicated on the fo|lowing table.

A~UIFER
Stratl- Crystal-
lied line bed-
drift T~11 rock

No. of wells sampled for:
Iron and manganese 19 34

Maximum concentratlon:
Iron (mg/1) 0.71 0,14 0.57
Manganese (mg/i) 1,7 0.18 0,34

Percent of wells sampled
containing at ]~ast:
0.3 mg/l iron --

0,05 mg/1 manganese 1_/

2i 0 12

37 86 41

Upper limit reco~nmended for drinking water by
the U.S. Public Health Service,

These percentages may not reflect conditions for
the report area as a whole because sampling was more
~ntenslve wherever iron and manganese bearing water
was known to be a problem.

High concentrations of iron and manganese in
ground water are widely distributed in the lower

Housatonic River basin; figure 43 shows four areas
where high concentrations are more common than
elsewhere in the report area. In general~ these
areas are underlain either by schist; by undiffer-
entiated crystalline rocks that may contain schist~
or by the sedimentar~l-voicanlc aquifer. (See fig.
17.) These rock types commonly contain iron sul-
fides; iron silicates~ and associated manganese
bearing minerals.

Area A on figure 43 is located in the northern
part of the basin along the western drainage divide
and includes parts of the tovms of Lltchfield~ Morris~
and Torrington. Analyses indicate that manganese
may be more troublesome than iron here. Cervione
and others (1972~ p. 61) report that 8 of II bed-
rock wells sampled in the upper Housatonic River
basin adjacent to area A yielded water exceeding
the U.S. Public Health Service recommended drinking-
water limits for iron or manganese.

Area B is along the eastern drainage divide
and occupies parts of the town of Bethany~ Maugatuckt
Plymouth~ Prospect~ Waterbury~ and Wolcott. With-
In the basin~ it coincides with the distribution
of a rusty colored weathered schist. Concentra-
tions in this area were as high as 0.43 mg/l iron
and 0.43 mg/l manganese~ and water from approxi-
mately 90 percent of the we|Is sampled exceeded
0.05 mg/l manganese.

Area C is in the extreme southeast~ along the
eastern drainage divide and includes part of the
towns of Milford and Orange, iron concentrations
in this area are generally less troublesome than
in the two previously discussed~ but locally ex-
cessive concentrations were found.

Area D is in the west-central part of the basin
and occupies parts of the towns of Southbury and
Woodbury. It coincides with the area of the sedl-
mentary-volcanic aquifer in the Pomperaug River
basin. The iron and manganese in the ground water
in this area are probably attributable to iron sul-
fide minerals. Of five bedrock wells sampled; four
had water with troublesome amounts of iron and
manganese; the maxin~Jm concentrations were 0.57
mg/l and 0.34 mg/l~ respectively. Four wells tap-
ping the overlying stratified drift in the same
area yielded samples with lesser amounts of these
constituents.

Color

Small streams draining swamps in the basin are
often colored light to dark amber o~ing to the
presence of organic materlal~ which releases plant
substances~ such as tannin~ to water. Iron may be
a significant constituent of color in water~ but
it Is not the only one. In autumn~ large accumu-
lations of leaves release colored extracts to water.
In addltlon~ diatoms and algae may add color to
streams. Surface water draining red or brown soils
becomes highly colored during periods of high flow~
owing to suspension of clay-size particles.

Color measurements in 22 streams sampled dur-
ing the high-flow period ranged from 4 to 27 color
units; the median was 14. During the low-flow
perlod~ the range was 3 to 200 color units~ with
a median of 5. Water from the site having 200
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color unlts contained flow from a swamp, Of the 22
stream samples collected at the hlgh-flow period~
10 exceeded the maximum recommended limit of 15
color units for drinking water (U.S. Public Health
Service~ 1962). However~ of the same number of
samples collected at low flow~ only one exceeded
the limit. Color in water is undesirable for
laundering~ ice=making~ manufacturing pulp and
paper and for many other industrial uses, 6ener-
ally~ 5 to ]0 units is permissible in water for
industrial use, Hany streams in the basin exceed
these limits at times~ both at high flow and low
flc~i,

Temperature has varied effects on the chemlcal~
physical~ and biological properties of water. It
influences the solubillty of most minerals3 the rate
of oxidation of organic mattert the settltng rate of
suspended sediment~ and the ease of mlxin9 and the
degree of stratification of ponded water. For indus-
tries using water for coollng~ the temperature of

water may be more important than its chemlca]
quality.

The temperature of water changes continuously
and differs from place to place, As shown on
flgures 45 and 463 stream temperature follows a
seasonal pa~tern that closely corresponds with
air temperature. Freezing-polnt temperature ~s
reached~ or nearly reached3 in most streams during
the winter months for at least brief periods of
tlme; maxlmum temperatures commonly occur In July
and August, This pattern is repeated from year
to year3 although It may be slightly out of phase
in some years, The temperature of Hall Neado~
Brook near Drakevl]]e~ in the northern part of the
report area~ ranged from 0° to 26°C during the
]967 water year. In thls area the mean water tem-
perature for this period (8.6°C) closely approxi-
mates the mean annual air temperature of the 1930-
63 perlod (8.3°C) (Brumbach 1965~ p. 18), The
temperature of the Pomperaug River at Southbury~
about 27 miles south of the Hall Neadow station3
showed exactly the same range for the same perlod~

lot the month

National Weather Service station 7373)

1965 1966

for the month

1967

FiRure 45,--Temperature of Hall Headow Brook near Drakeville and
air temperature at Shepaug dam~ water years 1966-67.

Monthly temperature of Hall Meadow Brook closely follows mean
monthly air temperature,
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Flgure 46,--Temperature of the Pomperaufl River at
Southbury and the alr temperature at Danburyt
1967 water year.

and its mean water temperature for thls period (If°C)
also approxlmates the mean annual air temperature
for this area (9.4°c),

Because the temperature of water is important
for various industrial uses~ it was measured con-
tinuously or once dalIy at five sites on streams in
the basin, Table 24 shows the extremes of these
measurements and the values equaled or exceeded for
selected periods of time,

In the lower Housatonic River basln~ parts of
Beaver Dam Lake~ Lake Quassapaug~ ScovilIe Reservolr~
StlIIwater Pond~ and Lake Zoar are thermally strati-
fied (Connecticut Board of Fisheries and Game~ 1959).

In these lakes and others like them~ temperature
changes and stratification follow seasonal pat-
terns, During certain seasons of the year thermal
gradients exist between top and bottom~ and bottcm
water temperature differs considerably from ambient
air temperatur% as shown on figure 47. In
summer~ a layer of warm water (eplIimnlon) is near
the surface; below it~ in the middle layer (thermo-
cline)~ temperature decreas6s rapidly wlth depth;
and in the lower layer (hypolimnion) the water is
coldest~ and the circulation is minimal.

The relationship of water temperature~ dis-
solved-oxygen concentration~ and pH to depth of
water Is sho~vn on figure 47 for selected water
bodies~ based on data collected by the Connecticut
Board of Fisheries and Game. Lake Quassapaug and
Stillwater Pond~ in the upper part of the figure~
show stagnant condltions~ with warm water in the
upper layer and cooler water in the lower layer,
In the falI~ the temperature of water in the upper
layer drops~ and mixing takes place until the
entire lake is nearly uniform in temperature, Two
periods of mixing each year~ in the spring and
autumn~ break up the gradients and bring about a
relatively uniform distribution of all dissolved
materials in the water body. Hitchcock Lakes and
Swans Lake~ in the lower part of figure 47~ lack
thermal stratification.

Aquatic life may be able to adjust to a sea-
sonal warming of water~ but it can be destroyed by
a lack of dissolved oxygen. Within the thermocllne
dlssolved-oxygen content drops sharplyj accompanied
by a rise In the concentration of the gases result-
ing from the decomposition of aquatic biota. Below
the thermocline~ tFm concentration of dissolved
oxygen reaches a minimum (often zero)~ while the
concentration of gases of decomposition reaches a
maximum.

During the spring and autumn overturns~ the
pH of water is generally uniform from surface to

Table 24.--Duratlon of surface-water temperature in the basin

Station

Water temperature (°C)
Equal to or greater than values sho~n
for indicated percentage of tlme

Minimum F     2~     FO    75    95

2040 Pomperaug River 0 Maximum 24 21 I0 3 1,5
at Southbury Minimum 21 17,5 7.5 2 l

2050 Lake Zoar
at Stevenson

26 22

Frequency of
Maximum     measurement

26 Continuous

12 2.5 0 32 Once-daily

2055.61 Hall Meadow
Brook near
Drakeville

Maximum 23 19 10.5    1.5     .5
Minimum 19.5 15 7 1.5 0

26 Continuous

2060 Naugatuck River
near Thomaston

0 26 20 12.5 4 .5 28 Once-daily

30.5 Continuous2085 Naugatuck River
at Beacon Falls

o Maximum 28.5 23.5    14 7 3,5
Minimum 24 19.5    I0.5 4.5 1.5

Water
year(s)

1967

1961-67

1966-67

1958

1966-67
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IN MILLICRAM$ P~R LITER

Lake Quassapaug
July 2,1937

25

25

LAKES AND PONDS EXHIBITING
THERMAL STRATIFICATION

Water at deoths below the thermocline becomes
deficient in dissolved oxygemand noticeable
water quality changes o’ccur differences between
epilimnion and hypo[imnion.

WATER TEMPERATURE

The~mocline

H)~polimnion

Idealized seasonal temperature variations in a thermally
stratified lake, pond, or reservoir. Conditions represent
stratification and non-stratification periods.
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Still~vater Pond
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TEMPERATURE, IN DEGREES CELSIUS
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Hitchcock Lakes
October 23, 1947

LAKES AND PONDS NOT EXHIBITING
THERMAL STRATIFICATION

Absence of thermocline allows stabilization of
the aquatic system and the quality of the water
at depths is essenti.ally similar.

TEMPERATURE, IN DEGREES CELSIUS
5     IO    15     20    25
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DISS~(V(D O’r~H,

iN MILLIGRAMS P~R LITER

Swans Lake
September 8, 1946

30

Figure ~7,--Vertlcal water-quality profiles contrastln9 thermal stratification
and nonstratlflcatlon in lakes~ ponds~ and reservoirs.
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25-

Figure 48.--Water temperature from Shelton Reservoir ~nd Huntington well
field~ and alr temperature at Brldgeport Airportt ]965-66,

(Water temperature supplied by Bridgeport Hydraulic Cc~npany)

bottom. Iron~ manganese~ color~ and turbidity may
increase as a result of the overturn~ because
oxldation-reduction processes are triggered by
dissolved oxygen and cause the Iron and manganese
in the bottom materials to circulate. Thus~ during
the overturn~ the vertical mixing of the waters
results in a deterioration in quality.

Ground water generally has a narr~ver range In
seasonal temperature than surface water. For many
uses it is~ therefore~ a m~re desirable source than
surface water~ particularly in summer when cool
water is needed for industrial operations and for
alr conditioning. The seasonal temperature fluctua-
tions of shallow ground water lag behind those of
atmospheric temperature~ but for the year~ average
ground-water temperature is abobt the same as the
mean annual air temperature. Temperatures of shallow
ground water~ surface water~ and air for 1965-66 are
compared on figure 48. The ground-water temperature
only varied about 9°C throughout the year~ as compared
with 23°C for surface water from the Shelton Reservoir.
Brumbach (1965~ p. 18) reports that the mean annual
air temperature in the area of these two sites is
about 10°C; the ground-water temperatures illustrated
in figure 48 remained within a few degrees of this
mean.

SURFACE-WATER CONTAMINATION
Man’s use of water almost always changes its

quality. Host water withdrawn from streams and wells
for domestic and industrial use (s returned to streams
or to the ground with its dissolved-solids concentration
increased and its temperature changed. The extent
of manmade changes in quality depends largely on the

degree of agricultural development~ population
density~ urban development~ and industrialization.

Manmade changes in the quality of surface
water in the lo~mr Housatonic River basin can be
recognized by a high dlssolved-sollds concentra-
t(on~ excessive amounts of certain trace elements~
a low dissolved-oxygen concentration) and abnor-
mally high temperatures.

Dissolved-solids concentration

The commonest effect of manmade change In the
quality of surface water in the basin is an In-
crease in dissolved-solids concentration. Figure
49 shows relatively high concentration of dls-
solved solids In water of a few small trlbutaries~
along much of the Naugatuck River~ and the estua-
fine part of the Housatonic River, The values
shown are close to maximum because measurements
were made durlng the low streamflow period in
1965~ when most streamflow was in the range 90-
to 99-percent duration flow. Dissolved-sollds
concentration was determined from specific con-
ductance measured in the field at more than 300
sites. The relationships used for converting
specific conductance to dlssolved-sollds concentra-
tion were determined from laboratory analyses of
water samples from the basin.

The Naugatuck River serves as a striking
example of a stream whose chemical quality is
largely determined by the amount~ type~ and timing
of manmade wastes discharged into it. During the
last century the Naugatuck valley from Torrlngton
to Ansonla has become highly industrialized and
urbanlzed~ and the River has long served as a
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o

Fiqure 4~.--Maxlmum observed concentrations of dissolved solids in
streams and in qround water durinq low flow in 1~6~,

During 1~,# streamflow periods the dlssolved-sollds concentration of streamflow
reflects the water quality of the contributing ground water except in areas
where stream-water quality is heavily affected by man~s activity.
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Figure 50.--Dissolved-solids concentration and dally mean discharge
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Fiflure 52.--RanRe of dlssolved-sollds concentration and daily mean dlscharqe for the Nauqatuck River at
Beacon Fa]]st April 1~66 throuqh September 1~67.

convenient receptacle for a growing volume of wastes.
The abruptness and frequency with which water quali-
ty changes along the stream course during the day are
striking3 and manmade effects are so pronounced that
they are easily dlst~nguJshable and readily measured~
even during periods when increased runoff is effective
In diluting wastes.

Daily and seasonal varlations in dissolved-
solids and iron concentrations in the Naugatuck River
at Thomaston during water year ]958 were reported by
Cushman and others (1965). As sho~n on figure
the dlssolved-sollds concentratlon3as estimated from
specific conductance~ ranged from 40 to 220 mg/1;
the time-weighted average for the 1958 water year
was 82 mg/], Changes from day to day were more pro-
nounced during low streamflow periods than during
high periods (fig, 50)~ although the pattern of
seasonal change is slml]ar to the pattern in the
Pomperaug Rlver~ which Is re]atlveiy unaffected by
man~s activities, Daily iron concentrations in the
Naugatuck River during the 1958 water year ranged
from 0,04 mg/] to 1.8 m9/l and fluctuated widely in
short periods of tlme3 as shown on figure 51, Iron
concentrations for the period sampled were at least
0,3 mg/l 47 percent of the time and. at least 0,2
mg/] 80 percent of the time, In contrast~ iron con-
centrations In the Pomperaug River fluctuated over
a relatively narrow rangej and iron concentrations
exceeded 0,2 mg/i only 22 percent of the time,
(See fig. 44,) Although the two rivers were sampled
at different times~ conditions in the Pomperaug
River have probably changed little over the years,

Conditions siml]ar to those at Thomaston3 but
with a wider range In dlssoived-solids concentration

have been observed in the Naugatuck River at Beacon
Falls. Figure 52 shows maximum and minimum dally
dissolved-solids concentration as estimated from
specific conductance3 and mean daily discharge
from April 1966 through September 1967; and fig-
ure 53 i11ustrates the character of wlde and
erratic hourly changes in dissolved-solids con-
centration. Much of the time during the 12-day
record (Ju.Iy I to 123 1966) shown on figure
dissolved-solids concentration fluctuated between
240 and 420 mg/1, However~ on July 8 it rose to
about 13300 mg/1~ maximum for the period of record3
in only 4 hours. In contrast to these wide fluctu-
at{ons~ the dissoived-soilds concentration of
water of Hall Meadow Brook~ a stream free of
dustrial discharges in the headwaters~ remained
uniformly low during the same 12-day period,
Fluctuations of dissolved-solids concentration
in the Naugatuck River at Beacon Falls were the
smallest for the period of record from April to
June 1967, a time of reduced industrial activity
in the Naugatuck-Waterbury area (fig. 52),

Analyses of 22 water samples collected at
Beacon Falls during 1966 and ]967~ span a wlde
range of quality conditions and therefore can be
used in a general way to contrast the quality of
the Naugatuck River with that of the Pomperau9
River (fig. 54). Median and extreme values for
hardness~ sulfat% chloride3 dissolved solids3 and
iron were a]i substantially higher in the Naugatuck
River than In the pomperaug River.

An example of the type and magnitude of varia-
tions in water quality that may occur along the
Naugatuck River is shown diagrammatically on figure
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Figure 53.--Dissolved-solids concentration and dis-
charge of Naugatuck River at Beacon Fa]is~ and
dissolved-solids concentration of Hall Head~v
BrooktJu]y ]966 (after Wilson and others~ i968).

55~ based on samples collected in August 1965 and
October 1957, The |ow dissolved-soilds concentration
of water in Ha|i Heado~ Brookj a headwater tributary
of the Naugatuck River~ indicates water relatively
unaffected by man at the upstream end of the profile.
Dissoived-soilds concentration of water ~n the Nauga~
tuck River in the Torrington area about doub]ed~
owing chiefly to increases in suifate~ sodlum~
chloride and nitrate. Between TorrTngton and Thomas-
ton Dam~ water of relatively good quality enters from
tributaries; diluting the concentration of dissolved
solids of the River. Increased dissolved solids at
Thomaston resulted from the addition of waste effluents
there, followed by normal dilution downstream to
Watervi|]e. From there to Ansonia~ changes were
erraticj with the highest concentrations at Beacon
Fa]]s~ probably ~in9 to effluents discharged in the
Naugatuck area. Data collected during a period of
a year showed that the magnitude of downstream
changes in chemical characteristics is at times
even greater than that shown on the profile of flg-
ure 55. For example; downstream increases in
dissolved-solids concentrations may be greater than
a hundredfold {n this reach.

Characteristic of the Naugatuck R~ver during
the period of study was its marked change in pH.
The lowest pH of the Naugatuck samples was 3.| units.
When water becomes strongly acid (below 4.5 units)
the bicarbonate constituent becomes zero; as shown
on figure 55. Such drastic changes in pH facili-
tate mobilization of metals that have attached them-
selves to the fine sediment or in organic coatings
on sand and gravel along the streambed.

_z

EXPLANATION

Figure 54.--Range In concentration of selected
constituents of Pcmperaug River and Naugatuck
River (after Wilson and others~ 1968).

Trace ele~nts

Examination of the concentrations of trace
elements in water of the Naugatuck River provides
a basis for evaluating the effects of ~ndustr{al
developments on water quality. Plate B shows the
location of 7 sites on the Naugatuck River where
samples were collected for spectrographic ana]ys~s
by the residue method of Haffty (1960). A total
of 15 samples were collected during ]96i~ 1966~
and 1967; 1 to 3 samples were collected for analy-
sis at each site. Flore than 60 trace elements
were sought in the first samples co]lected~ but
only 17 trace elements were present in concentra-
tions above the limit of detection in most of the
samples.

The relatlve|y large concentrations of trace
elements in the Naugatuck River at the time the
samp]es were collected (flg. 56) demonstrate the
presence of industrial wastes in the river. The
median values of these elements were substantially
above the medians of major North American rivers
(Durum and Raffty~ 1963)~ also shown on figure
and most ~ere above the highest values determined
in the headwater tributary (Hall Neadow Brook).
Concentrations of chromium~ copper~ and zinc
were higher than other trace elements detected in
the Naugatuck River, The median values for con-
centrations of chromium and copper were approxi-
mately 100 times those of the major North American
rivers; the median concentration of zinc was more
than I mg/l in the Naugatuck River~ but was below
the level of detection in more than half of the
observations in the major North An~rican rivers.
The concentration of a few trace elements in the
basin had so wlde a range that further discussion
is merited.

Aluminum is the most abundant metal on the
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Figure 56.--Concentrations of trace elements.
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Naugatuck River valley compared to medians of major streams in North
America.

earth’s surface# but its concentration in natural
water is commonly less than I mg/|. its disas-
sociated ion~ AI+++~ can be abundant in acid waters
with a pH below 5~ or as a hydroxide, The concen-
trations of aluminum detected in the Naugatuck River
ranged from 0.0~0 mg/l to O.320 mg/l~ with a median
concentration of O,150 m9/l~ slightly below the
median for most North American rivers (fig. 56)~ but
higher than concentrations in the headwaters~ which
ranged from 0.O~5 to 0.061 mg/l.

Chromium (total) had a median concentration of
0.5 mg/l in the Naugatuck River~ approximately 100
times greater than the median observed for the major
North American rivers and more than l~000 times
greater than that of the natural water of the basin.

The minimum concentration was approximately iO
times greater than the median for North American
rivers. Very little chromium in water is from
natural sources~ so the values on figure 56
indicate significant introduction of chromium
into the Naugatuck River at the time of the study,

Copper had a median concentration of 0.58
mg/l in the Naugatuck River~ more than a 100 times
the median of 0.005 mg/l for major North American
rivers (flg. 56); concentrations of copper in the
River ranged from 0.]]0 to 5,8 mg/l, Together
with chromium~ copper concentrations were among
the highest of the concentrations of trace ele-
ments in the Naugatuck River~ indicating signi-
ficant introduction of copper into the River at
the time of the study.
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Figure 56 sh~ws that lead3 molybdenum~ nlcke13
silver~ and zinc are a few of the other trace ele-
ments detected that had ranges and median concen-
trations greatly exceeding those of the headwaters
in the basin and the median values for major North
American rivers,

Dissolved oxygen

Dissolved-oxygen concentration of water is an
Indirect measure of po]iutlon loads of streams.
The solubillty of oxygen In water is mainly a func-
tion of temperature and pressure and in fresh waters
ranges from 14.6 mg/i at 0°C to about 7 mg/1 at 35°C
under I atmosphere of pressure (sea level). The
dissolved-oxygen concentration of a stream is com-
monly expressed as a percentage of the saturation
(amount of oxygen the stream can hold at a given
temperature),

Oxygen in a polluted stream may be severely
depleted by oxidation of the biodegradable material
but it may also be removed by vegetal decay and plant
respiration, On the other hand~ oxygen may be added
by photosynthesis of aquatic vegetation and by
~chanlcal aeration of fleeing water. If the rate
of depletion of oxygen is greater than the rate at
which oxygen is replenlshed~ the stream condition
will tend to worsen.

A dlssolved-oxygen survey of the Naugatuck River
on October 5~ 1967 (fig. 57), showed substantial
variations in the percentage saturation of dis-
solved oxygen along the stream. Measurements were
made during a tlme of low streamflow~ when~ other
things being equa1~ pollution loads of streams
could be expected to be highest and dlssolved-
oxygen deficiencies could be expected to be great-
est owing to minimum dilution. In areas of abundant
aquatic vegetatlon~ such as In the headwaters area~
measurements were made between 7 and 8 a.m.~ to
minimize the effects of addit|ona] oxygen contributed
by photosynthesis. Downstream from Watervi]le~ aqua-
tic vegetation is sparse~ and temporal variations
of dlssolved oxygen are controlled largely by varia-
tions in opaqueness of the water and the amount of
wastes In the stream. Although the measurements
sheen on figure 57 span a period of only 10 hours~
they probably delineate the nature of major varia-
tions In dissolved oxygen from headwaters to mouth
with reasonable accuracy.

The Survey showed that the headwaters of the
Naugatuck River upstream from Torrington were well
saturated with dissolved oxygen and that aquatic
life was abundant. However~ at Torringtonj the
dlssolved-oxygen concentration of the stream was
only 16 percent of saturatlon~ largely because of
sewage. In the reach between Torrlngton and Camp-
viI1e~ many riffles produced mechanical aerations
and the saturation Increased to 68 percent. Up-
stream from Thomaston~ reaeration further increased
saturation to nearly I00 percent~ but~ farther
downstream~ discharge of sewage decreased satura-
tion by 20 percent. In the Waterviile-Waterbury
area~ prevailing chemical toxicity probably elimin-
ated the bacteria population; heeever~ oxygen demand
on the stream continued~ owing to chemical and
organic decomposition of wastesj and there was a 40-
percent deplet|on in oxygen saturation between the
Waterbury sewage-treatment plant and Beacon Fails.

Figure 57.--Profile of dissolved-oxyQen saturation
the Nauqatuck Riverv October ~ 1967.

North of Seymours constrictionss riffless and fall
promoted reaeratlon before the final oxygen deple-
tion in the tidal section upstream from the con-
fluence with the Housatonic River. The 30-percent
saturation measured in the last reach was equi-
valent to 2.7 mg/1 dissolved oxygen.

As In other streams in the basin~ temperature
changes of water in the Naugatuck River foll ee a
seasonal pattern (flg. 58)~ similar to the pattern
foil eeed by air temperature; temperature decreases
in the faii~ is near freezing in winter~ and grad-
uaiiy increases in the spring. However~ comparison
of water temperatures given in table 2h shows that
temperature in the Naugatuck River at Beacon Fails
ranges consistently from 2°C to 4°C higher than
that in the Pomperau9 River at Southbury~ even
though~ according to Brumbach (]965~ p. ]8), air
temperature is similar. The same condition is
true most of the time for the Naugatuck River at
Thomaston. These data suggest that water In the
Naugatuck River be]~v Torrington during the period
of study was warmed by heated discharges.

GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION
Ground-water quality in parts of the lower

Housatonlc River basin has been altered by the
movement of industrial and domestic wastes Into
aquifers. The alteration has resulted principally
from induced infiltration of stream water contain-
ing chemical wastes~ from storage of was~es on the
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Fifiure ~8o--Temperature of Naugatuck River at Beacon Falls
and air temperature at Ht. Carmel (9 miles east of Beacon Fails).

~round surface3 and from septlc-tank effluents.
Contamination may be suspected In well water that
contains unusually high concentrations of dis-
solved solids, sulfate or trace elements3 or that
contains nltrate~ chlorlde~ detergents~ coliform
bacterla~ or other constituents that are usua11y
absent or insignificant in natural water. Based
on ana]ytical determinations and an understanding
of the local envlronment~ the contaminants were
grouped into two classesj industrial wastes and
domestic wastes.

Industrial wastes

Water frc~ wells tapping stratlfled drift in
the Naugatuck River valley contains high concentra-
tions of dissolved solids (fig. 49)~ is commonly
hard (flg. 42)~ and has high concentrations of iron
and manganese (f|g. 43). Induced infiltration of
contaminated water from the Naugatuck River is
largely responslbie for the poor quality of ground
water here~ a|though chemlcal wastes dumped on the
ground are also a source of contamination. Figure
59 compares the chemlcai characteristics of 29
samples of water from wells probably affected by
industr|ai contaminants with those of water from
33 wells in the Naugatuck River subbas|n unaffected
by industrial contaminants.

The type and degree of ground-water contamina-
tion by industrial wastes depend upon a variety of
"omplexly interrelated factors. These Include:
..~ineral equilibrium of the water~ type and concen-
tration of contam|nants~ distance of the well from
the source of contamlnatlon~ rate and frequency

==

Fifiure F~.--Ranqe in concentration of selected con-
stituents of natural and contaminated qround
water in the Naugatuck River basin.

of pumplng~ characteristics of well construction3
and aquifer and soll characteristics. CommonIy~
water from neighboring wells differs widely In
quality~ and the chemical character of water from
slngie we|is changes from month to month. Ana-
lyses of samples from 17 wells tapping stratified
drift along the Naugatuck River in the Waterbury-
Naugatuck area showed the fol]owlng median and
extreme values for selected characteristics:
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Olssolved sollds

Median (mg/1) Range (mg/1)

215          80-~15

Sulfate 79 21-234

Hardness 131 32-202

Sulfate concentrations ranged from 67 to 234
mg/1 (in 70 samples of water collected from WB 10a)
during 1944-59 (Cushman and others~ 1965~ p. J59).
Thls wlde range can be attributed principally to
changes in the proportion of water induced From
the Naugatuck River~ located only 250 feet from the
wel1~ and to variations in chemical composition of
water in the river. (See p1. B.) Median sulfate
concentration was 94 mg/l during August 1966 to
September 1967~ equal to 35 percent of the dissolved
solids. In contrast~ the median for natural ground
water in the Naugatuck River subbasin Is only I1
mg/l (fig, 59).

Contamination from industrlal wastes is also
indicated by relatively large concentrations of
several trace elements in water from wells along the
Naugatuck River valley. Dorrler (1968) reported
concentrations as high as 0°37 mg/l chromlum~ 0.28
mg/1 copper~ 0,~7 mg/I zinc~ and 3,1 m9/1 manganese
In water from six wells sampled in this area.
Figure 56 shows that concentrations of 19 of 17
trace elements In a sample of contaminated water
from WB 10a were higher than they were in a sample
of uncontaminated water from NA 16, Both wells
tap stratified drlft~ but NA 16 is In a tributary
valley upstream From sources of industrlal contam-
ination, The concentrations of trace elements In
water from WB lOa presumably varied erratlcally3
just as the concentrations of major elements did,

When water from the Naugatuck River enters the
stratified drlft3 equilibrium conditions change and
some metals may precipitate or settle around parti-
cles of aquifer material, Infiltration of water of
higher acidity may remobilize some of these metals
and result in anomalously high concentrations of the
metals In ground water,    For example~ in the sample
from WB 10a (fig. 56)3 concentrations of eight
elements exceeded those of the median values of the
Naugatuck RIver; three of these--manganese~ siIver~
and strontium--exceeded the maximum determined for
the Naugatuck River,

Screens of some industrlal wells in the Nauga-
tuck River valley have become heavily encrusted after
years of use, The encrustations of laterals of a
horizontal collector wel1~ NA 35 at Naugatuck~ were
reported to be 2 inches thick when examined in 1967.
In at least some installationsj the encrustatlon is
related to the high iron and manganese contents of
well water. Commerclal ana]yses of water collected
during 1952-66 from well NA 35 showed an average
concentration of 7,3 mg/1 iron and 5.7 mg/l mangan-
ese. Concentrations as hlgh as 14 m9/1 iron and
about 10 mg/1 manganese were reported. Neither the
Naugatuck River nor the natural ground water In the
area Is known to have such hlgh concentrations of
these constituents. (See flgs. 43 and 59.) Pro-
bably much of the iron and manganese was redls-
solved from the stratified drift by infiltrating
river water of low pH as it moved toward the well.

Many homes supplied by wells in the lower
Housatonlc River basin discharge their domestic
waste water into septic tanks~ and effluent from
the tanks is a potentlal ground-water contaminant,
Under natural conditions3 ground water in the
basin contains only small amounts of nitrate;
chloride~ and coliform bacteria and is completely
free of detergents. Thus3 unusual quantities of
any of these constituents reflect the activities

Unusually high concentrations of nitrate in
ground water may indicated contamination by human
and animal wastes or by nitrate fertllizers, The
upper limit of nitrate recommended for drinking
water Is 45 mg/l (equal to lO mg/1 nitrate nitro-
gen in a sanitary analysis). (See table 20.)
Higher concentrations may cause methemoglobinemla
(infant cyanosls~ or "blue baby" disease) when
ingested by infants (Comly~ 19~5). Median nitrate
concentrations from samples of uncontaminated
water were 2.7 mg/1 for wells tapping stratified
drift and 0.~ m9/1 for wells tapping bedrock.
(See table 21.) Table 25 shows a frequency dls-
tribution of nitrate concentrations in water
from all wells sampled that tap stratified drlft
or bedrock. Only tw~ wells~ both tapping bed-
rock3 had water with nitrate concentrations exceed-
ing ~5 mg/1. H~vever~ 11 percent of the samples
from wells in stratified drift and 18 percent of
those from wells in bedrock had nitrate concentra-
tions exceeding 10 mg/1. Where analyses also In-
clude high chlorlde concentrations~ the water has
probably been contaminated by septic-tank effluent,

Table 25.--Frequency distribution of nitrate in
samples of ground water in the basin

(Frequency analysis of nitrate concentrations
exceeded in water from stratified drift and bed-
rock.)

Nitrate Aquifer
(NO3) .

concentratlons Stratified drift Bedrock
greater than (~5 wells) (55 wells)
value shown No. of Percentage He, of Percentage

(mR/l) wells of wells wells of wells

45 0 4

20

I0 5 II      I0 18

20 35

Concentrations of chloride in fresh water
throughout the basin are normally low, Only small
amounts are carried into the area by precipitation
(table 21)3 and the medians for samples of natural
ground water were 11 mg/l (stratlfled-drift aquifer)
and 3.8 mg/l (bedrock aquifers). (See table 21.)
In ground water unaffected by salt-water encroach-
men% a chloride concentration of 20 mg/l or more
probably indicates man’s influence, Sources of
chloride Include dissolution of road salt~ dis-
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charge of domestic sewage~ and backflushing of water
softeners. Of 106 wells in the basln analyzed for
chlorlde~ the water of 17 percent had concentrations
of at least 20 mg/1,

The principal components of household deter-
gents3 AGS (a]ky] benzene su]fonate) and~ more
recently~ LAS (linear alky]ate sutfonate)~ may con-
taminate ground water through discharge of sewage
and other waste waters. Even large amounts of deter-
gents ~n water are not toxic~ but~ because of
esthetic conslderatlons~ the recon~nended upper llmlt
has been set at 0,5 mg/1 for ABS (U,S, Public Health
Servlce~ 1962). In mid-1965 ABS was replaced by LAS~
whlch Is mere degradable under similar condltlons.
Of samples from 26 wells in the area tested by use
of the HGAS (Methylene Glue Actlve Substance) test~
9 had measurable concentrations of detergents (at
least 0.1 m9/1), Ground water ~n the vicln~ty of
these welts presumably contained some septic-tank
effluent.

Water Is considered to be of safe bacteriologi-
cal quallty for drlnkin9 if the number of coll form
bacteria is no more than I per 100 ml (milliliter)
(membrane filter method) or is less than 2.2 per
!00 ml (MPN method) (Woodhul]~ 1971~ p, 57); a
greater count In ground water is probably ind~ca-
rive of pollutlcn by sewage. In ganeral~ bacteria
fr(xn septlc-tank effluent are removed near their
point of introduction by adsorption on sell partl-
cIes or by filtration. In some places~ the aquifer
material or the materlal In solutlon~ such as deter-
gents~ enable bacteria to move more rapidly and to
penetrate farther Into the aquifer, The 11ke11-
hood of ground-water contamination from bacteria In
septic-tank effluent can be evaluated by use of a
system devised by LeGrand (1964). Thls method~
modified for use In Connectlcut~ Indicates that con-
tamination of a bedrock well is possible but unlike-
ly If at least 40 feet of till overlies bedrock at
the wall slte, Areas where till is known to be at
least 40 feet thick are shown on plate C,

su~r and fa11~ low streamflow a11ows the upstream
migration of salty water, In the spring and after
heavy ralns~ hlgh streamflow forces salty water
downstream, The maximum upstream extent of salt
water In the estuary during the study period is
shown on figure 49.

Sea water generally contains about 35~000
mg/1 dissolved sollds~ of which about 19~000 mg/1
is chloride (Hem~ 1970~ p. 11). Heasuremants of
speclf[c conductance during low-flow conditions
in 1969 indlcate that the dissolved-solids concen-
tration of water In the estuary hanged from 210 -
m9/1 near Twom~le Island~ south of the confluence
of the Naugatuck and Housatonlc Rivers~ to 20~000
mg/1 near the mouth. The chlorlde concentration
of water in the same reach ranged from 60 mg/1 in
the north to approximately 10~500 mg/1 In the
south,

Ground water near the coast may be naturally
salty~ or it may become salty where overpumplng
causes salt water to encroach upon fresh-water
aquifers. A survey during 1934-38 in coastal Con-
necticut (Works Progress Administration for Con-
nectlcut~ 1938) showed that many walls In the
towns of Mllford~ 0range~ and Stratford yielded
water wlth chloride concentrations greater than
]0 mg/l; a maximum concentration of approximately
I~800 mg/l was reported In water from a well
tapping stratified drift near the mouth of the
estuary, Most of these wells are no longer In use.

In 1954~ salty water was reportedly pumped
from test wells at Sikorsky Aircraft Division
plant north of the Herrltt Parkway. During the
basin study~ chlorlde concentrations of 72 mg/1
and 172 m9/I were determined In ~amples from two
wells adjacent to the Housatonlc RIver~ the first
in stratified drift and the second in bedrock,
These wells are located In Shelton opposite Twomile
Island~ near the upstream Iimlt of salty water In
the estuary,

TURBIDITY

Turbidity of water is the reduction of trans-
parency wlng to the presence of suspended particu-
late matter that causes light to be scattered and
absorbed. Turbidity values from 2 to 10 mg/1 can
be objectionable for many industrial uses~ notably
the production of food~ paper~ and textlles (McKee
and Wolf~ 1963~ p. 290). Moreover~ hlgh turbidity
may injure flsh and other aquatic 11re, Turbidity
values are low for most streams In the basin
(table 26)~ except for the Naugatuck and Mad Rivers~
where they were above 10 m9/1 and therefore hlgh
enough to be objectlonable for some uses,

SALT WATER IN STREAMS AND AQUIFERS

Most natura] water in the basin generally con-
tains less than 12 mg/1 chloride~ as shown by median
values on table 21. In the southern part of the
area~ however~ the estuary~ marshes~ and wetlands
are exposed to tidal surges from Long Island Sounds
and chloride contents are much higher, In the
estuary~ the position of the zone between fresh water
and salt water fluctuates in response to tidal and
seasonal forces, The zone moves upstream during hlgh
tides and downstream during low tides. In late

MAN’S USE OF THE RESOURCE

SUITABILITY

The adequacy or utility of a water source is
dependent on the quallty as well as the quantity
of water available, ExcessiveIy large concentra-
tlons of some constituents and even minute amounts
of others may prohibit certain uses~ or at least
Increase the cost of treatment. Table 20 llsts
the source and significance of the principal con-
stituents and properties of the water In the
lower Housatonlc River basin.

Water distributed for public consumption mus~
meet prescribed minimum quality standards, In the
basln~ the quality of such supplles~ based on the
constituents determlned~ is generally within t~e
drlnklng-water standards accepted for public-water
supplies by the State. The standards appear on
table 20 and are also given In relevant tabulations
elsewhere in the report,

Industrial water-quality requirements differ~
accordlng to the specific use of the water, For
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Table 26.--Turbldity of water at miscellaneous stream sites

(Locations of sites shown on plate B)

Station
no,

2035
2035.05
2035,06
2035.1
2035.2
2035.4
2036
2O37.5
2038
2040
2044
2050
2055
2055.2
2055.55
2055.61
2055,96
2056
2056.55
2057
2057.5
2058.9
2059.5
2063
2064
2067.9
2069
2069.5
2069.6
2078
2080.49
2080.95
2081.4
2081.7
2081.71
2081.73
2081.74
2083.2
2083.3
2083.4
2083.5
2084.25
2085
2085.6
2086
2086.05
2086.1
2087.13
2087.15
2087.21
2087.26
2087,27
2087.28
2087.36
2087.37

Turbidlty~ in milligrams per liter SiO2
April 19, 1967     October 5, 1967    March 22, 1968

Lake LilIinonah near Newtown 2
North Branch Pootatuck River near Botsford 2
Pootatuck River near Botsford .8
Pootatuck River at Sandy Hook
Nonewoug R~ver near Bethlehem 2
East Spring Brook near Bethlehem 2
Nonewaug River at Minortown 2
Weekeepeemee River near Hotchkissville , .8
Sprain Brook at Hotchktssville 1
Pomperaug Rlver at Southbury 4
Transylvania Brook at South Britain 3
Lake Zoar at Stevenson 2
Housatonlc River at Stevenson 2
Eightmile Brook at Southford .7
Halt Meado~ Brook near Winchester 4
Hall Meadow Brook near Drakevtlle 2
West Branch Naugatuck River at West Torrlngton
West Branch Naugatuck River near Torrlngton
East Branch Naugatuck River near Torrington
East Branch Naugatuck River at Torrlngton
Naugatuck River near Torrington 4
Naugatuck River at East Litchfleld
Naugatuck River at CampviIle
Rock Brook near Harwinton 6
Leadmine Brook near Ha~vinton 4
Naugatuck River near Thomaston
Naugatuck River at Thc(naston 11
Northffeid Brook at Themaston
Naugatuck River at Reynolds Bridge
East Morris Brook near Morris 3
Naugatuck River near Waterbury
Naugatuck River at Waterbury 8
Hancock Brook near Terryvilte 3
Steel Brook at Waterbury 2
Naugatuck River at Waterbury
Naugatuck River at Waterbury
Naugatuck River at Waterbury
F~d River at Waterbury 5
Naugatuck River at Hopeviile
Naugatuck River at Hopeville
Naugatuck River at Plaits Mills 8
Naugatuck River at Naugatuck
Naugatuck River at Naugatuck 13
Naugatuck River at Pine Bridge
BIadens River near Seymour
B]adens River at Seymour
Naugatuck River at Seymour

Seymour
at Seymour
near Ansonia
at Ansonla
at Ansonla
at Ansonla
at Ansonla
at Derby

Little River at
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River
Naugatuck River

8

2

3
4
4
4

5
7
1
I
5
6
4

25
15
4
2

35
3o

8
7
2

10
20
18
20
15
2O
15

6
.7
.7

I
2
I
I
2
.3

I
6

10
.4

I
.8

2

.8

30
5

10

3

15
2o

.7
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DOMESTIC
SOURCE

INDUSTRIAL
SOURCE

AND INSTITUTIONAL
USE

WATER
USE

WATER USE

USE

8900 MG

DISPOSAL

I82,680 MG
DISPOSAL

~0620 MG

TOTAL
SOURCE

WATER
USE

USE 194,220 MG
DISPOSAL

F qure 60.--Source~ use~ and disposal of water in the basin in 1967.

Host water used in the basin was from surface-water sources. Industry was the 1 argest user of water~ m~st
of which was used for cooling and boiler feed. Most water discharged from homes and institutions was
treated before being discharged to the streams in the basin. The Housatonl c River estuary was the final
receiving water body in the basin.
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ABBREVIATIONS

flg. - flgure(s)

p. - page(s)

pl. - plate(s)

°C degree(s) Celsius (Centigrade)

ml milllllter(s)

°F degree(s) Fahrenheit

n~ millimeter(s)

in Inch(es)

ft foot (feet)

ml mile(s)

sq ft square foot (feet)

sq mi square mile(s)

mef million cubic feet

cu ft/day - cubic foot (feet) per day

cfs cubic foot (feet) per second

csm cubic foot (feet) per second per square
mile

gpm gallon(s) per minute

gpd gallon(s) per day

mgd - million gallons per day

mg/l - milligrams per liter

pg/1 - micrograms per liter

msl - mean sea level

R.I. - recurrence interval

EQUIVALENTS
1 cfs = 646~317 9pd = 0.646317 mgd

1 mgd = 694 gpm = 1.547 cfs

I cfs per sq ml = 13.57 in of runoff per year

I mgd per sq mi = 21.0 in of runoff per year

1 in of water upon 1 sq ml = 17.4 million gallons
= 2.32 mcf

1 mm= O.OOl meter = 0.04 in

I mgll = l part per million (ppm) for solutions wlth
a density of l.O00 gram per milliliter

°c = 519 (°F-3Z)

Transmlssivity (ft2/day) x 7.48 = coefficient of
transmlssibllity (gpd/ft)

Hydraulic conductivity (ft/day) x 7.48 = coefficient
of permeability (gpd/sq ft)

?2

1,000,000-
600,000-

600,000[

400,000 -

200,000-
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GLOSSARY

Acid: A water-soluble substance containing hydro-
gen that can be replaced by metal elements; hencej
an acid solution can dissolve many metals.

Aerosol: A suspension of microscopically small
solid or liquld particles in air or gas.

Alkali: A water-soluble substance that has the
ability to neutralize acld.

Annual flood: The highest peak discharge In a water
year.

Aquifer: A geologic formatlon~ group of formatlons~
or part of a formation that can yield significant
quantities of ground water.

Barrier boundary: An aquifer boundary formed by
earth materials of low hydraulic conductivity and
across which |Itt]e or no ground water can flow.

Caisson well: A well with a large-diameter casing
of concretes con~nonly at least 6 feet In diameter
and f[nlshed either open ended or wlth a short
section of screen at the bottom.

Calcite: A con~non mineraI~ calcium carbonate
(CaCO3); the prlncipaI constituent of limestone
and marble.

Casln9~ of wells: Any construction material that
keeps unconsolidated earth materials and water from
entering a well.

Climatic year: A continuous period~ April I through
March 31s deIlmltlng a complete annual streamflow
cycle from high flow to low and back to hlgh flow.
It Is designated by the calendar year In which It
begins.

Coefficient of permeablllty~ P: The volume of water~
In gallonss that an isotropic porous medium will
transmit per day at 16°C (60°F) through a cross
sectlonal area of I square foots measured at right
angles to the direction of flow~ under a hydraulic
gradient of I foot change In head per foot of
length of flow path; expressed in gallons per day
per square foot. Use of term has been discontinued
in reports of U.S. Geologlcal Survey; see "Fleld
coefficient of permeabillty."
Field coofficlent of permeabl] Ity is the same
except that it is measured at the prevailing water
temperature. Replaced by U.S. Geologlcal Survey
wlth hydraulic conductivity (in thls Glossary).
Also~ see "Equivalents~ in preceding section.

Coefficient of transmisslblllty~ T: The volume of
water~ In gal]ons~ that the full vertical thick-
ness of an isotroplc aquifer wl]l transmit per
day at the prevailing water temperature across 1
foot of aquifer width, under a hydraulic gradient
of I foot change in head per foot of length of
flow path; expressed In gallons per day per foot.
Replaced by U.S. Geologlcal Survey wlth transmls~
sivlt~ (in thls Glossary). Also see "Equivalents"
in preceding section.

Coliform bacteria: Any of a group of bacterla~
some of which inhabit the Intestlnal tract of
vertebrate anlma]s. The presence of coliform
bacteria In a water sample Is regarded as
evidence of possible sewage pollution and fecal
contaminations although these bacteria are gen-
erally considered to be nonpathogenlc.

Color unlt: A standard of color of water measured
by the platlnum-cobalt method~ with the unit
being I mg/l of platinum in water. Results are
conventionally expressed as units of color~ and
not as mg/l.

Cone of depression: A depression produced In the
water tab]e or other potentlometrlc surface by
the withdrawal of water frcm an aquifer; in
cross sections shaped like an inverted cone wlth
its apex at the pL~npIng we]l.

Crystalllne: Pertaining to igneous and metamorphic
rocks; the most common types in the basin are
granites gnelss~ and schist.

Dissolved sollds: The residue from a clear sample
of water after evaporation and drying for 1 hour
at 180°C; consists primarily of dissolved
mineral constltuents~ but may also contain
organic matter and water of crystallization.

Drowdawn~ s: The lowering of the water table or
potentlometrlc surface caused by the withdrawal
of water from an aquifer by pumping; equal to
the difference between the static water level
and the pumping level.

Estuary: A body of water In which river water
mixes with and measurably dilutes sea water.

Evapotransplration: The combined processes by
which water Is changed from a liquid to a 9as
and enters the atmosphere from (I) free water
surfaces and from the land surface (evaporation)s
and (2) from living plants (transpiration).

Flow duratlon~ of a stream: The percentage of
tlme during which specified daily flows are
equaled or exceeded in a given period. The
sequence of dally flows is not chronological.

Fracture: An opening or crack In bedrock.

Gaging station: A site on a streams canals lake~
or reservoir for systematic observations of gage
height or discharge.

Gravel: Unconsolidated rock debris composed prln-
clpa11y of particles larger than 2 mm In diameter.

Gravel pack: A lining, or envelopes of gravel
placed around the outside of a well screen to
Increase well efficiency and yield.

Hydraulic conductlvity~ K: The volume of waters
In cubic feets that an Isotroplc porous m~dlum
will transmit per day at the prevailing water
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temperature through a cross sectional area of l
square foe% measured at right angles to the
direction of flow, under a hydraulic gradient
of | foot change in head per foot of length of
flow path; expressed in feet per day. Replaces
coefflclent of permeability and field eoefficlent
of permeability as the quantitative expression
of pern~abllity formerly used by the U.S. Geolog-
ieal Survey.

Hydraulic gradients t: The slope of the water
table or potentiometric surface per unit dis-
tance in a given direction; generally refers to
maximum slope at a given point.

Hydrograph: A graph showing stage (helght)s
velocitys or other property of water with respect
to time,

Inches of water: Water volume expressed as the
depth in inches to whlch it would accumulate if
spread evenly over a particular area.

Induced Inftltratlon: The process of causing water
In a stream or lake to move Into an aquifer by
establishing a hydraulic gradient from the surface-
water body toward a pumping well or wells.

Isopleth: Line on a map connecting po~nts at which
a given varlable has a specified constant value.
The U.S, Geological Survey favors the term lin___~e
of equal value,

Line of equal value: See lsopleth.

Llthology: The physical characterlstics of bedrock
or unconsolldated deposits.

Mean: The sum of a set of individual values of any
quantltys divided by the number of values in the
set; popularly called the average.

Hedlan: The middle value when values in a set are
arranged according to rank; it Is an average of
posltion~ whereas the mean Is an average of quantity,

Median grain size: A measure of average grain size
obtained graphically by locating the diameter asso-
ciated wlth the midpoint of a particle-slze dls-
tribution.

Methylene blue active substance (MBAS): A measure
of apparent detergentss as indicated by the forma-
tion of a blue color when methylene blue dye
reacts with synthetic detergent compounds,

Micrograms per liter: A precise unlt for expressing
the concentration of chemical constituents in
solution, One thousand micrograms per liter is
equivalent to | milligram per liter,

Mlillequlvalents per Ilter: A measure whereby unlt
concentrations of a11 ions are chemlcally equiva-

Milligrams per liter (me/l): A unlt for expressing
the concentrations of chemlcal constituents in
so]utlon in weight per unit volume of water,

Partlal penetration: A condition In which a well is
not open to the full thickness of an aquifer.

Pollutlon: ’~Harmful thermal effect or the contamin-
ation or rendering unclean or Impure of any
waters of the State by reason of any wastes or
other material discharged or deposited therein
by any public or private sewer or otherwise so
as directly or indirectly to come in contact
with any waters~ (Public Act No, 57s 1967).

Recharge boundary: An aquifer boundary formed by
a stream or lake that is a source of recharge
to the aquifer,

Recurrence interval: The average interval of tlme
between extremes of streamflow~ such as floods
or droughtss that will at least equal in severity
a particular extreme value over a period of many
years. ~ Is the average number of
extremes during the same period. The occurrence
of a drought or flood of a given magnitude can-
not be predlcted~ but the probable number of such
events during a sufficiently long period of tlme
may be estimated wlth reasonable accuracy.

Reference period: A period of time chosen so that
comparable data may be collected or computed for
that period. Streamflow data in this report are
based on climatic years 1930 to 1959 or water
years 1931 to 1960.

Runoff: That part of the precipitation that appears
In streams, It is the same as streamflow unaf-
fected by artificial dlversionss storage~ or
other works of man in or on the stream channels.

Sand: Unconsolidated rock material composed prin-
cipally of particles between 0.0625 and 2 mm In
diameter,

Screens of a well: A cylindrical device designed
to admit water but prevent the passage of most
or all of the surrounding earth material into a
we11.

Sedimentary: Pertaining to rocks deposited as
sediments end later compacted or cemented to
form consolidated rock.

SIIlceous: Containing abundant slilca~ commonly
quartz.

Silt: Unconsolidated earth materlais composed
prlnclpa]]y of particles between 0,004 and 0.0625
n~n in diameter.

Specific capaclty~ of a well: The rate of discharge
of water per unlt drawdown of a pumping well;
commonly expressed as gallons per minute per foot
of drawdown.

Specific conductance: A measure of the ability of
water to conduct an electric currents expressed
In micromhos per centimeter at 25°C. It is re-
lated to dlsso]ved-soilds concentration of water
and serves as an approximate measure thereof.

Spectrographic analysls: An analytlcal method
based on the measurement of the spectra of ilght
emitted by individual elements In a sample that
has been volatillzed and ignited by an electrlc
arc,



Storage coefflclent~ S: The volume of water a porous
medium releases from or takes into storage per unit
surface area of the medium per unit change in head;

dlmensionteSSo

Streamflow: The discharge of water in a natural
channel without regard to the effect of diversion
or regulatlon,

Thermal stratification: The persistence of horlzontal
layers of water wlth different temperatures in most
deep open-water bodies,

Till: A predominantly nonstratified~ nonsorted earth
materlal deposited dlrectIy by a glacier.

Transmlsslvlty~ T: The rate at which water is trans-
mitted at the prevatitng water temperature~ through
a cross sectional area of the aquifer of I square
foot~ measured at r~ght angles to the direction of
f]o~ under a hydraulic gradlent of ] foot change
~n head per foot of iength of flow path; expressed
In cubic feet per day per foot (ft2/day). Replaces
coefficient of transmlss~bi|ity~ expressed ~n gal-
lons per day per foot of vertlcal thickness of the
aquifer. TransmIssivlty~ T~ equals hydrauilc con-
duct~vity~ K; times aquifer thtckness~ b.

Turbldlty~ of water: The extent to which penetration
of tight is restricted by suspended sediment~
mtcroorganlsms~ or insoluble material.

Turnover (or overturn): A natural mixing of
thermally stratified waters that commonly occurs
during early spring and early autumn. Generally
results in a uniformity of the physical and
chemical properties of the water.

Unconsolidated: Pertaining to earth materials
whose constituent particles are toose~ not
firmly cemented or interiockedo

Un[formlty coefficient (Cu): A quantitative
expression of sorting of an earth materia], It
is the quotient of (1) the diameter of a grain
that is just too large to pass through a sieve
that aliows 60 percent of the material3 by
welght~ to pass through~ divided by (2) the dia-
meter of a 9rain that is barely too large to
pass through a sieve that allows 10 percent of
the material~ by ~elght~ to pass through, PoorIy
sorted deposits such as dirty gravel have high
unlformity coefficients; well sorted deposits
such as uniform sands have low uniformity co-
efficients.

Unit runoff: The runoff distributed over a unlt
area~ commonly the drainage area~ expressed in
cubic feet per second per square mile (¢sm) or
~nches.

Volcanic: Pertaining to rocks formed by the cool-
ing of lava,

Water year: A continuous perlod~ October 1 through
September 30~ during which a complete streamfiow
cycle takes place from ]~q to high flow and back
to low flow. It is designated by the calendar
year in which It ends,
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